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SUMMARY: Dinosaur tracks are abundant in the Middle Jurassic rocks of Yorkshire and indeed characterize the non-marine
sequences developed vr'ithin the Cleveland Basin. These tracks and associated trackways provide valuable evidence of the possible
diversity of the dinosaur communities, their potential makers and behaviour and useful insights into the habitats and palaeo-
environment during the time of deposition. The uneven historical development of research into Yorkshire dinosaur tracks is
reviewed and the Middle Jurassic lithostratigaphy, biostratigraphy and chronostratigraphy of the region is outlined. Next, the
probable palaeoenvironment of the Middle Jurassic Cleveland Basin, generally regarded as a coastal plain and fluvial complex, is
briefly summarized. The terminology used to descdbe the dominant preservational types ofdinosaur tracks, such as surface, trans-
mitted and underprints, is clearly defined, $,ith examples from the Yorkshire sequences. Thè Yorkshire tracks show considerable
moryhological diversity ard at pr€sent 29 different morphotypes have been recognized, which possibly represent at least 15 ich-
notaxa. These morphotypes include both quadrupedal and bipedal forms, as well as a distinctive suite of raking prints resulting
from swimming actiyity, The distribution and abundance of the known dinosaur tuacks within the Middle Jurassic rocks of York-
shire is described. For the flrst time, a range cha of dinosaur tuacks is presented that illustrates the persistence of some morpho-
tlpes throughout the Ravenscar Group (Middle Jurassic) of the Cleveland Basin. Track distribution and diversity data allow
reconstuuction of the Yorkshire dinosaur communities that Ìvere made up ofbetween 7-10 common types, belonging to sauropods,
stegosaurids, ornithopods and theropods. The area is a 'megatracksite' of global importance.

Dinosaur remains from the Middle Jurassic of Yorkshire are
very rare (\{illiamson 1837; Fox-Strangways 1904; Benton
1996) and reflect the poor global record of the group at this
time, pa icularly in the Aalenian (Romer 1966; Weishampel
et al. 1990; Benton 1993). The single reported find of bone
assigned to the sauropod Cetiosaurus îrom the marine Scar-
borough Formation (Williamson 1837; Fox-Strangways 1904)
still remains the only published occurrence of dinosaur skele-
tal elements ftom the Middle Jurassic of this area. However,
dinosaur tracks and trackways arevery common and these can
provide valuable evidence of the possible diversity of the
dinosaur communities, their potential makers and behaviour,
and ùseful ínsìghts into the palaeoenvironment during the
time of deposition (Thulborn 1990; Lockley 1991r).

Recent work on dinosaur prinls by the authors has shown
that there is a v/ide range ofprint morphotypes from the York-
shire Middle Jurassic succession, which indicates the former
presence of varied dinosaur communities (Whyte & Romano
798I,1993,1995,2Co1,2002; Romano & Whyte 1996; Romano
el al 1999). As regular visitors to the east coast over the past
15 years we,have produced a comprehensive database on the
variety and occurrence of these ichnites. Extended detailed
suryeys of th€ coastal exposures with volunteers ftom Earth-
watch Intemational started in 1996. These, together with
numerous geological field excursions and individual contri-
butions ftom colleagues and co-workers too numetous to
mention, have also added to these records. More specifically,
a Dinosaur Track Research Group (DTRG) has been
estabished at the University of Sheffreld, which has overseen
a number of PhD projects on field and laboratory stùdies of

the tacks. These persorlnel and their contributions will be
identified below.

Folìowing a brief historical review, an outline of the Middle
Jurassic lithostratigraphy, biostratigraphy and chronostratig-
raphy of the region will be presented; after which the Middle
Jurassic palaeoenvironment will be desqibed. Thenfollows an
account of the terminology used to describe the dominant
preservational types of dinosaur tracks encountered. Finally,
three aspects of the dinosaur tracks of Yorkshire will be inves-
tigated; track diversity, track distribution and àbundance and
possible dinosaur divenity. Although in this review relatively
few of the tracks are named, this is not meant to signify an
aversion to this practice. Indeed, the naming of tracks allows
easy leference tO any previously named ichnite in the litera-
ture (McAllister 1989, p. a) and, by using the cu[ently
adopted 'binomen' system based on the Linnean classification,
may indicate close morphological similarity or dissimila ty.
Howeyer, at this stage of these studies, in particular \ryith
reference to the t dactyl hacks, it is preferential to identify
different unnamed morphotypes that may, with more rrork,
become the basis of more formal ichnotaxa. This work on the
behaviour patterns of these dinosaurs, as deduced ftom track
morphology, configuralion of the trackways and habitats, \ryill
be addressed at a later date.

1. HISTORICAL REVIEW OF TR-ÀCK RESEARCH

It is now nearly 100 years since definite dinosaur tracks were
first described ftom the Middle Júrassic rocks of Yorkshire
(Brodrick 1907), the 'true staúing-point of British Jurassíc
palaeoichnology' (Sarjeart in Casamiquela et al. 1987 , p. 5).I\O Yorkshire Geological Society, 2003
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fact they had probably been observed around 1895, sinca it is
reported (Hargeaves 1913, p. 92) that a 'Mr. Rowntree
obtained a lootprinr frcm Cayton Bay [south oî Scaúorcugh],
which Mr Lamplugh prcnounced to be probably crocodílían'.
Despite their early recognition in this area, thoùgh consider-
ably later than the first finds of Triassicprints elselvhere in the
country (Sarjeant 1974), there has not been a consistent flow
of publications on these emotive yet enigmatic tlace fossils.
Papers published on Yorkshire dinosaur tracks over the last
100 years show a strongly bimodal production rate (Fig. 1).
Following an initial rush in the early part of the 20th century,
that coincided lvith H. C. Beasley's investigations in the Tri-
assic oî Cheshire (Sarjeant 1974), numbers of papers declined
until the znd World War and did not increase asain until thc
mid-1970s.

This dearth of pape$ between 1920-1970 on the Yorkshire
dinosaur tracks is recognized in two comprehensive accounts
by Sa{eant (1974) and Delair & Sarjeant (1985) on the history
of the stùdy of fossil vertebrate footp nts in the British Isles.
In these \ryorks, Jurassic Yorkshire dinosaur p nts occupy a
combined total of just over four pages of text and 13 refer-
ences, whereas the Triassic Cheshire/lancashire prints merit
over 21 pages of text and in excess of 100 referelces (aÌthough,
admittedly, Beasley contdbuted 19 of the latter!). It is diff,cult
to pinpoint why, following the initial recognition and subse-
quent publications, the interest in these Yorkshire dinosaur
tracks was not sustained, at least with regards to published

1900 '1950 2000
Year

Fig, 1. Bar chart showing numbeft of publications on dinosaur tracks
ofthe Middle Jurassic rocks ofthe Cleveland Basin,Yorkshire
perdecade over the last century (Refeaencesused to construct
bar charr Broddck 1907, 1908,1909a, 1909b; Sheppard 1908;
Kendall 1908; Hargreaves 19'13,791,4: Fox-Strangways &
Barrow 1915; Kèndall & Wroot 1924; Black et al. 1934i
Saieanl1970, 19?4; Delair & Sarjeant 1985; Ivens & \Matson
1994; Whyte & Roman o 1993,1994,1995,2001, 2002; Romano
& Whyte 1996, present papeq Romano etol 1999; Rawson &
wright 2000). Papers published or in press after 2000 ate

, shown ulomamented.

accounts. Certainly dinosaurs had not become significantly
less fashionable, nor Ìvas there any lack of active Ìvork on
dinosaur tracks elsewhere in the Ìvorld, since this was the tirne
(between 1939-1954) that Roland T. Bird published a series of
popular articles on the subsequently îamous sauropod track-
way at the Paluxy River site in Texas, USA (descriptions and
references in Farlow & Lockley 1989; Farlow et al, 7989;
Lockley & Hunt 1995). So why did British workers not fully
exploit the ch pickings of dinosaur hacks on the east coast?
Part of the reason may have been that tracks were regarded as
rare and, indeed, when the present authors started work on the
Middle Jurassic dinosaur t acks of Yorkshire (Whyte &
Romano 1981), there was little indication as to the wealth of
material that vr'ould come to light, However, it soon became
apparent to us that dinosaur tracks, far ftom being just scat-
tered or relatively localized occurrences, actually characterize
many of the non-marine rock sequences of this area. They
occur throughout the Middle Jurassic, often in considerable
numbers and in a variety of facies. Thus the early records that
gave the impression that prints tended to occu at particular
horizons or beds, such as the'footprint bed'at Bùmiston
(Hargreaves 1914) and the'Unio bed' at Whitby (KendalÌ
1908), are noìv known to be rather biased views and do not
reflect the true picture.

Anolher reason for their unpopularity (though certainly not
peculiar to Yorkshire) may bave been that the full potential of
the tracks was not appreciated. Hence the early papers on the
tracks of the east coasL (Brodrick 1907, 1908, 1909a, 1909b;
Kenda[ 1908; Hargreaves 1913, 1914; Fox-Strang\a,ays &
Barrow 1915; Black et at. 1934) dealt mainly with print shape
and assignment to particular dinosaur groups. Yet, apart from
possibly enabling the maker to be identified (though in fact
this is probably rather rare), the tracks also may provide infor-
mation on the size of the animal (hip height, gleno-acetabular
distance) and its behaviour (mode oflocomotion, gait, speed).
Also tracks may supply evidence on abundance, diversity, and
ecology (gregarious nature, migratory pathways, prefe[ed
habitat), as well as yielding information on the state of the sub-
strate during footprint fomation. Pioneering work by
Alexander (1976, 1985) also showed that the speed of loco-
motion could be deduced from their trackways.

A further reason for the apparent unpopularity of the
pdlts may stem from their occurrence. They afe most com-
monly found on the coastal exposures, often on loose boul-
ders close to the steep unstable cliffs; specimens commonly
fail to survive the winter storms: access to some of the beach
localities is difncult, or at least unpopular to the casual day
visitor; the lure of Early Jurassic ammonites, belemnites,
bivalves and marine reptiles is too distracting. Whatever the
raason(s), interest ce ainly did decline during the middle of
the 20th century, and it was not until the 'cuftent dinosaur
truck rcnaissance' (Lockley 19914, 1991b, 1998; Lockley &
Meyer 2000, p. xii) that it has returned again. Papers became
more numerous in the early 1990s (\ryhyte & Romano 1993,
1994,7995) including a very useful publication by Ivens &
Watson (1994) that listed and described many of the pub-
lished (and unpublished) finds from the Yorkshire coast. It is
hoped that the encouraging present upsurge in publications
will continue and produce further revelaùons on these most
appealing of fossils, since we believe that studies of the
dinosaur tracks in the Yorkshire area are particularly import-
ant owing to the scarce records of skeletal remains of
dinosaurs ftom the Middle Jurassic.
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2. STRATIGRAPIIY

TheJurassic rocks ofYorkshire share sufficiently disùnct char-
acteÉ to warrant recognition as a single depocenter. This area
was generally known as the Yorkshire Basin (Fox-Strangways
1.892, p.388), although more recently the term Cleveland
Basin (Dingle 1971; Heminway 7974: Bradshaw et aL 1992)
has been adopted to restrict the region to north of the
Coxwold-Flamborough Fault line. The Middle Jùrassic rocks
are well exposed along most of the coast ftom just south of
Yons Nab to around Port Mulgrave in the north, a distance of
approximately 55 km (Fig. 2), whereas inland exposures tend
to be uncommon.

2.1. Lifhostratigaphy

The Lower Jurassic rocks of the Cleveland Basin were folded
during late Early Jurassic (Toarcian) times into a series of low-
amplitude basins and domes (Herningway 1974). This event
was followed by a period of widespread erosion to produce a
nearly level surface on which Middle Jurassic rocks lie

unconformably. The Middle Jurassic rocks, depositing under
fluctùating non-rnarine and marine conditions, were sub-
divided by Fox-Strangways (e.g.1880, p.3) into Lower, Middle
and Upper Estuarine series separated by marine units. These
subdivisions were later renamed and modified by Hemingway
(1949), who introduced the terms Lower, Middle and Upper
Deltaic series which are underlain by the madne Dogger.
Some years later Hemingway & Knox (1973) applied a more
formal lithostratigraphical terminology to the Middle Jurassic
sequence of the Cleveland Basin and it is this (Fig. 3) that has
essentially been adopted and used by subsequent authors.

The dominantly non-marine Ravenscar Group (c.240 m
thick) overlies the Dogger Formation (or marine Lias where
the latter is absent) and consists in the main of shaly rnud-
stones, sandstones, siltstones, rare impure coals and iron-
stones that constitute three major non-rnarine units, the
Saltwick, Cloughton and Scalby formations, which are 57 m,
85 m and 60 m thick respectively. Separating these units are
two main madne units, the Eller Beck and Scarboroùgh
formations, together with a locally developed marine unit
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Fig.3. Lithostratigraphy and chronostratigraphy of the Middle
Jurassic rocks of the Cleveland Basin (modified from Rawson
& Wright 2000). Marine units are stippled. Note that
îhicknesses of units are not drawn to scale.

(Lebberston Member) in the Cloughton Formation in the
south of the area, Hemingway & Krox (1973) did notformally
name subdivisions in the Scalby Formation ('Upper Estuaine/
Deltaic Series'), although Black (1929) had earlier docu-
mented a lower 'CuÍent Bedded Sedes' and an upper 'Level

Bedded Series', the former being further subdivided into tbe
'Moor Crit 'and overlying Current Bedded Sandstone' (see
also Hemingway 194). Nami & Leeder (1978) and Leeder &
Nami (1979) recognized a lower Moor Gdt Member of the
Scalby Formation and an overlying Long Nab Member, the
latterbeingequated withBlack's'CurrentBedded Sandstone'
and 'Level Bedded Series'. The marine Combrash Limestone
Formation rests on a burrowed (pers. obs; Riding & Wdght
1989), eroded surface of the Scalby Formation (Rawson &
Wright 2000, p.9) and in turn is overlain by further marine
units of Middle Jurassic age. Knox et al- (1991) recognized
three major hansgressive-regressive cycles \'r'ithin the Middle
Jurassic lithostratigraphy ofthe Cleveland Basin, each starting
with a marine ùnit ('upper' Dogger, Eller Beck, Scarborough
formations) and passing up into paralic mudrocks and sand-
stones.

2.2. Biostratigraphy

The paucity of ammonites in the Middle Jurassic of the Cleve-
land Basin renders the application of a detailed zonal scheme
based on these fossils virtually impossible. The marine Dogger
Formation probably belongs to the Leiocerus opalinum
Biozone (Riding 1984; Knox et al. 199Li Patliani & Riding
2000) and the Ludwígia haugi S.rb'biozone of the succeeding
Ludwigia murchísonae BiozoÍe (Cope et ol. 19804, fig. 4a,
column 4838, p.20). The next marine ùnit, the Eller Beck
Formation, has not yielded any ammonite faunas (Sylvester-
Bradley 1953) but it was tentatively assigned by Cope et al.
(1980à, frg. 4a, column AB38) to Lhe top part of the Grupho-
cerus concavutn Biozone (top Aalenian) ard in Knox e, al
(1991) questionably to the younger Hyperlioceras discites
Biozone (basal Bajocian). This indicates that the Saltwick
Formation was laid down dudng the duration of between 1-2
ammonite biozones, i.e. between 0,7-1.8 Ma depending on
different estimates of average biozone durafion (Cope et al.
1980a).

The Lebberston Member (=C6y1e11 Bay Beds of Richard-
son 1912 and Cayton Bay Formation of Cope et al. 1980b) oÎ
the Cloughton Formation has rÌot yielded any ammonites, but

on the basis ofoshacods (Bate 1978) and foraminifera (Morris
& Coleman 1990) is assigned to fhe Hyperlioceras discites to
Witchellia laevíuscula biozones (lower Baj ocian) (Cope et al.
1980à). The topmost maririe unit of the Ravenscar Group, the
Scarborough Formation, has yielded ammonites indicating the
presence of all three sub-biozones of the Stephanoceras
humphriesianwn Biozone (Parsons 7917; Cope et aL 7980b).
Bate (1978), ftom his study ofthe oshacods, suggested thatthe
lower part of the Scarborough Formation was deposited
during the previous -Emileis. (Otoites) sauzei Biozone.

The marine Cornbrash Limestone Formation (Rawson &
Wright 2000; =Abbotsbury CornbrashFormation of Rawson &
Wright 1995) of the upper Middle Jurassic overlies the Scalby
Formation. Diagnostic ammonite faunas from the Conbrash
Limestone Formation on the coast indicate the presence ofthe
Macrccephalites (Kamtokepfulites) kcnzpras Sub-biozone of
the M. (M.) macrccephalus Biozote (Wright 1968). Thus the
Scalby Formationcould span at least 11 ammonite biozones, i.e.
a duration of c 8-10 Ma. Altematively, rapid deposition and a
break below the Cornbrash Limestone Formation could indi-
cate that significantly fewer ammonite biozones are present
(Leeder & Nami 1979). A palynological analysis by Riding &'Wrigh 

t (1989) concluded thatthe depositional time span for the
Scalby Formation was ir the order of 11 ammonite biozones,
althoùgh sedimentation was probably not continuous.
However, a more recent palynological study (Hogg 1993) sug-
gested that there is a major stratigaphical break between the
Scarborough and Scalby formations, and that the Scalby For-
mation may only encompass two or three ammonite biozones
(Hesselbo & Jenkyns 1995, fig. 3).

2,3. Chronostratigraphy

Based on the chronostratigaphy in Cope et al. (1980a, b), the
Dogger Formation-Ravenscar Group of the Cleveland Basin
ranges in age from the early Aalenian to late Bathonian
(Fig. 3). The Aalenian/Bajocian boundary is not well denned,
but the above authors assigned the Saltwick (=Hayburn) and
Elìer Beck formations to the Aalenian, and the base of the
Bajocian is tentatively placed at the Eller Beck/Cloughton
Formation junction. rùhile the Scarborough Formation is
firmly dated as early Bajocian (I àlagdeai Sub-biozone of the
S. humph esíanum Biozone; Cope et al 1980à) the possible
stratigraphical break between the Scarborough and Scalby
formations makes locating the boundary between the lower
and upper Bajocian problematical.

The Bajocian-Bathonian boundary is also difficult to locate.
Riding & Wright (1989) showed that the palynofloras ftom
the loìvermost Long Nab Member of the Scalby Formation
indicated a late Bajocian to Bathonian age, while those from
the uppermost Long Nab Member were dominated by terres-
trially-derived spores and pollen and indicated a Bathonian
age. Consequently, the Bajociarì/Bathonian boundary is pro-
visionally placed at the base of the Long Nab Member. The
overlying Cornbrash Limestone Formation is assigned an
early Callovian age (Wright 1977).

3. PALAEOGEOGRAPIIY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MODEL

The rocks ofthe Ravenscar GrOupare now generally reearded
as being a caastal plain and fluvial comptex (Alexa;de; i9g9)
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with occasional matine intercalatiors. Howeyer, as pointed
out by Eschard et al. (7991) and Rawson & Wright (2000,
pp, 8-9), some sedimentological features may also suggest a
deltaic origin for parts of the sequence. From approximately
late Aalenian (c. 177 Ma) to late Bathonian (c. 160 Ma) times
this coastal plain complex occupied a large area ovet present
day Yorkshire and extended easti,ard into the North Sea
(Kîox et al. 1991; Bradshaw €/ al 1992). The depocenter was
bounded to the north and west by the Mid North Sea High and
Pennine l,andmass respectively (Fig. 4). These upland areas
were probably the major source for the siliciclastic material
(Alexander 1986) that accumulated to a thickness of over
200 m during this time interyal. The generally southìvard
sloping coastal plain (Alexander 1986) maintained connec-
tions with the open sea to the south and SE, allowing the
periodic marine incu$ions to flood the area.

Within the non-marine units of the Ravenscar Group
(Saltwick, Cloughton and Scalby formations), mudrocks
generally dominate volumetrically, whereas medium- to fine-
grained sandstoles are locally common; the latter occurring as
sheets, l€nses and ir heterolithic packages with mudrocks.
Thin, dark grey-black carbonaceous shaly mudstore units
commonly form prominent and laterally persistent beds and
sphaerosidedtic mudrocks and sandstones are ubiquitous.
Despite their historical importance (Hemingway & Owen
1975) coals are not particularly common. The lithotypes ofthe
three non-marine units are essentially the same, though vary
in proportion. For example, a feature of the lowest Saltwick
Formation is the marked lateral facies variation in the Whitby
area (Alexander & Gawthorpe 1993). To the east of Whitby
the formation is dominated by mudrocks \vith intermittent

bbon sandstone bodies, whereas immediately west of the
town (on the other side of the Whitby Fault) the formation is
made up almost entirely of sandstone. Significant lateral and

vertical facies changcs also occur in the Cloughtol Formation.
To the south of Scarborough, the marine Lebberston Member
ofthe Cloughton Formation consists of a lower Millepore Bed
and upper Yons Nab Beds. North of Scarborough, where the
marine influence has diminished, the fully marine Yons Nab
Beds have given way to the basal, quasi-marine part of the
Gristhorpe Mernber (Rawson & Wright 2000, p.52). Also the
Gristhorpe Member (the upper member of the Cloughton
Formation) has few lenticular channel sandstones (Knox er 4l
1991). In the youngest non-marine Scalby Formation, latge-
scale cross-bedded sheet sandstones characterize the lorÀ,er
Moor Grit Member. The upper Long Nab Member consists of
medium-scale cross-bedded sandstones with subordinate shaly
mudstones, overlain by generally laterally persistent mudrock
and sand-dominated heterolithic units, which may be traced
for long distances (\'r'ith minor changes) within the confines of
a single bay, such as Buniston Bay (=Burniston Wyke). Yet
where the sequence is interrupted by downcutting sandstone
lenses or landslip areas it is generally difficult to correlate the
lithostratigraphy in detail either side oî the break in exposure.

Plant remains are extremely common and diverse
(Konijnenburg-Van Cittert & Morgans 1999) and occur as
isoÌated dífted leaves (pteridophytes, pte dospe.ms, cycads,
bennettitales, ginkgoales and conifers) transported logs, rootlets
and in rira erect stem s (Equisetum) .Invertebrate body fossils, on
the otherhand, arevery sparse; only bivalves and insectremains
together with a single example ofafish (Hemingway 1974) have
beenrecorded. The non-marine bivalve Unio has been recolded
ftom the Saltwick and Scalby formations, although bivalve
escape stuctures (Lockeía) arc much mote comrnon, wide-
spread and locally prolific. Other invertebrate trace fossils, such
as Cochlichnus, Protovítgulnria, Beaconites (?= Taenídium)
(Goldring & Pollard 1995), Selenichnites (Romano & Whyte
1987, 1990), Kouphichnium (Romano & Whyte in press),
'Díplocraterion' and simple buÍo\rys are locally common.

The thick (up to a few metres) mudtocks may have accumu-
lated in flood plains, shallow lakes and marshes, or abandoned

ver channels, Ìvhereas the coaIser arenaceous rocks \{ere
deposited as sand bodies within river channels, levee and
creyasse splay deposits (Hemingway 1974; Nami & Leeder
1978; Liven & Leeder 1981; Hancock & Fisher 1981; Knox
et al. 7991; Alexander 1986, 1987, 1989, 1992i Eschard er cl.
1991; Alexander & Gawthorpe 1993; MjOs & Prestholm 1993;
W4s et al. 1993; Whyte & Romano 2002). Rootlet beds bear
testimony to soils capable of supportiog luxu ant plant
growth, and palaeosols with abundant sphaerosiderite indicate
swampy conditions (Kantorowicz 1990). The general absence
of coarse-grained sandstones and siliciclastic clasts suggests
that, on the whole. the Middle Jurassic rocks of the Cleveland
Basin, exposed along the Yorkshire coast, \,vere deposited in
an area of lo\ry available relief and relatively low flow regimes.
The largest and most common clasts are carbonized plant
fragments, mud flakes and reworked sideritized sedimentary
pebbles, typically found as lag deposits at the base of channel
sandstones; whereas at the base of scoured units within the
Moor Grit Member, quartz pebbles occur (Nami & Leeder
1978). Bone ftagments in excess of 25 cm in length are very
rare clast components. We have recotded large tlee trunks up
to 4.7 m in length ftom the Long Nab Member.

The bighest and most pe$istent flow phases present during
the deposition of these sedimentary sequences gave rise to the
large-scale qoss-bedded units in the Moor Grit Member, the

Palaeogeographical map of northem England during Middle
Jurassic times, showing extent of coastal plain complex,
generalized sedimentary environments and dir€ctions of
sediment derivation (after Knox et al. lggll Br^dshaw et al.
1992).

'Fig.4.
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downcutting of the channel systems that pùnctuate all three
non-madne units, and the stacked sandstone channels of the
Saltwick Formation to the west of Whitby (Alexander &
Gawthorpe 1993). Shorterliyed, high energy regimes resulted
in the event beds that correspond to crevasse-splay and sheet-
flood deposits. The cross-bedded sandstones Ìvithin the Moor
Grit ('a complex sandstone sheet' of Alexander 1986, p. 302,
or 'a valley-flll complex' of Eschard er al 1991) and the lower
l,ong Nab Member appear to be major channel infills \flithin
braided ver systems and lateral accretion ,rithin meande ng
channef deposits (Nami & Leeder 1978; Knox et al. 1991).
Nami & Leeder (1978) proposed an upward change for the
Scalby Formation from low sinuosity to high sinuosity chan-
nels. accompanied by a reduction in discharge.

Several authors (Alexander 1986,p.299,1987, p. 316; Knox
eral 1991, p. 60; Rawson & Wright 2000, p. 9) have remarked
on the abundance and intensity of localized soft-sediment
deformation within the Long Nab Member, particularly in the
sandstones of the meander belt. These authors commonly link
the formation of these structures to water-escape processes
('dewatering structures'). We believe that some of these struc-
tures, which exhibit downward drag of beds, may more satis-
factorily be explained by 'diDoturbation', the deformation of
sediment brought about by the emplacement of a foot- Such
an action may have initiated more rapid dewatering of the
sediment (section 4.5).

The general lack of coals ìvithin the non-ma ne units of the
Rayenscar Group, together with a consideration of the sedi-
mentology, fossil floras, growth ring analysis and presence of
charcoal, has led Morgans (1999) and Morgans et al (1999) to
suggost that the region was charactedzed by climatic season-
ality and, during late Bajocian-Bathonian times, by a 'greater

aridity' than during the Pliensbachian-mid Bajocian.

4. TRACK PRESERVATION

A footprint is made when an animal's foot is impressed into a
yielding substrate. It might appear that this impression would
effectively be a mould of the foot (foot mould) but, as the
resulting footp nt usually also embodies evidence both of the
motion of the foot and of the physical state of the sediment,
such a simple concept is rarely, if ever, applicable. As the sub-
strate yields and deforms, evidence oî the passage of the foot
will also be transmitt€d to sediment around and below the
footp nt through compaction, shearing, dewatering aod grain
rearrangement. In order for the footp nt and associated trans-
mitted structures to be preseryed, they must be covered by
later sediment, which will cover the surface on which the
animal walked and infill the footp nt. Lithified prirts then
become available for study wben îhe rock splits or erodes to
disclose aspects of the original structure and its infill. The
manner in which this exhumation happens and in which the
print becomes displayed has in the literature often been con-
founded with preservation, though the distinction between the
two should be recognized. The exposure or presentatiolal
style in which the print is revealed affects the information that
can be deduced frorn it.

The diverse charactedstics of the Yorkshire coastal
exposures enable the nùmerous pdnts to be viewed and
studied jn a variety of ways. Thus, the prints may be exposed
on bedding planes or oo vertical surfaces (commonly both)
and the heterolithic and homolithic sequences provide varied

substrates for p nt preservation. Although the sporadic inter-
tidal .ock platforms of horizortally bedded strata potentially
allow extended trackways to be identified, coastal erosioo and
marine biota normally modify and mask the bedding plane
sudaces. The seasonal movement ofbeach sand and gravel can
also affect the amount of rock exposed and the availability of
prints. The common occurrence of prints on loose blocks is
particularly valuable, though they rnay be limited in size and
ephemeral in nature. The relatively rare inland exposures,
mainly in stream sections though also including natural crags
and quaÍies, may yield more long-lasting, but generally mor€
weathered, priflts.

In recording p nts we \vere initially much influenced by
previous desc ptive terminology (e.9. Thulborn 1990; see also
below), which emphasized p nts seen predominantly in plan
view and which distinguished three principal presentational
varianls. These, and our terminoÌogy are:

(a) surface prints: in which the rock splits cleanly along the
surface on which the animal moved, to reveal the original
footpdnt-bea ng substrate and the infill as part and coun-
terpart (Fig. 5, A3);

(b) underprints: in which the rock splits along a surface inter-
secting with the prilt so that part of the original substrate
adheres to the innll Gig.5, B4), or part of the infill
adheres to the substrate (Fig. 5, B5), or both;

(c) transmitted prints: in which the rock splits along a surface
which is entirely below the p nt and print-bearing surface
so that both part and counterparL reveal only transmitted
features (Fig. 5, C3, C4).

A fourth variant, overprints, can occur where bedding
features ìrithin the infilling sediment are influenced by and,
thus, preserve aspects of the footprint (Thulborn 1990, p. 28)
and where the rock subsequently spÌits at such a level and
entirely within the infilling material. However, this has been
recorded rarely, if ever, in the Yorkshire prints and is not dis-
cussed here. It has also become increasingly apparent that
many Yorkshire prints are displayed in vertical or obliquesec-
tions, which show important aspects of the relationships
betìdeen the surface print, the transmitted features and the
moulding sediment yet do not fit easily into any of the three
categories listed above. Furthermore there are a number of
prints, which do not fit with, and are more complex than, the
very simple preservational paradigm outlined above.

The three groupings and the other preservational and
presentational styles are further discussed below. In this and
elsewhere in this paper we have followed the following con-
yentions. The terms'p nt' and 'track' are used synonymously
in a geological sense, in that they refer to the biogenic mark-
ings preserved in rocks, irrespective of preservational types.
The term 'impriot' is restricted to particular anatomically
related aspects of the p nt (track) morphology such as digit,
claw, heel or pad imp nt. 'Footprint' is reserved for the
impression made in soft sediment by an animal's foot during
locomotion (but see usage by other aùthors such as Farlow
& Chapman 1997; Thulborn 1990; Lockley & Hunt 1995).
'Trackway' is preferred to tracks or trails when refeÍing to
two or more consecutive p nts made by a particular animal,
as the word trackwayis so entrenched in vertebrate ttacefossil
literature (and d€spite the more suitable term 'track' as
deflned in the Oxford English Dictionary). Although the
terms'hypichniaY'epichnia' (Martinsson 1970; Hàntzschel
1975) and 'hyporelief'/'epirelief' (Seilacher 1964) are more
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Flg. 5. Schematic diagrams illustrating the mode of formation and preservation of $rrface pdnts (A), underprints (B) and transmitt€d pritts (C).
Dashed lines represent homogeneoùs mudrock; horizontal lines represert laminated or thinly bedded sediments. ,Exploded, diagrams it
the base of each type show possible preservational variants depending or level of splitting.

normally used to describe the preservation of invertebrate
traces, they provide useful additional terminology to irdicate
the position of the track with reference to the block on which
rt occnrs. Leonardi in Casamiquela et al. (1987) presented a
full discussion of the terms and methods used in describins
vertebtate tracks.

4.L Surface print (track) (Fig. 5, A-A3)

When Thulborn (1990, frg. 2.1) presented his 'simplified

model' to explain the preservation of dinosaur tracks, he
essentially described atype that \ve I'ould refer to as a 'surface

print (or trac9'. Fu her to the statement above, a surface
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print may be deflned as a Prinl that is prcserved as a positive or

correspinding negative feature on the bedding sulace on which

the foot was impressed duing îootpriht foftnation

I-ockley & Meyer (2000, fig. 1.9).

Surface prints accold most closely with the sort of footprínts

that peoplà are used to seeing in beach sands and other soft

substrates. It is commonly assumed that a surface print will

record most accurately the foot shape and other morpho-

logical inîormation on the producer, and indeed examples are

known from the fossil record where details of skin impressions

marks at the tips oÎ digits.

However, the movement of the foot, the nature of the sub-

strate and the subsequent history of the print-bealing surface

also affect the surface print characters. The plesence of striae

on the sides of the pri;t during footptint formation reflect the

mechanics of Îoot emplacement and withdrawal and so may

be used to reconsfiuct the foot and even the limb dynamics

of the maker. The examples of stuiae observed in the York-

foot emplacement or withdrawal. Observations by MA\ry of

emu locómotion showed that similar striae Yvere made du ng

foot entry. On one specírnet oÎ Deltapodus brodricki (Fig' 6)'

two sets of cross-cutting striae are plesent that apPear to

record both foot perÌetration and withdrawal movements

Foot insefiion in this specimen, as deduced ftom the striae' is

estimated to have been at c. 4M4' to the horizontal' {'hereas

foot withdrawal \a,as at a higher angle (53-55')' Both sets of

striae slope towards the anterior end of the track and the

steeper a;gled striae cut the eallier, more gently-dipping set'

This would suggest that, during this gait, the maker's foot

entered the sediment at a lower angle than at its Ìvithdrawal'

Evidence of foot rotation is seen in deep sauropod pnnts tn

which imDressions of the anterior digits sho$' both terminal

claws and fleshy sheaths (Fig. ?). In a felv sauropod Prints, a

transmitted shear cone of sediment adheres to the underside

of the pdnt (Fig. 7).

Gatesy et aL (!999), who compared footpdnts of modern

srounà-dwelling birds with Triassic theropod tracks Asdigits

irove forward their claws may pull through the sediment

surface leaving claw drag marks, which exaggerate their

length.

Ms Ruth Hughes (an undergraduate recipient of a Nuffield

Foundation Research Bursary, University of Sheffield)

able outline (Fig. 8A, B). The chances of either tlace being

presewed in the natural state as a sudace print is very low-

àn account of the minimal reworking necessary to destoy all

surface traces, In intermediatg moisture conditions the

imprints of cla\r,s and claw drag marks, and even palts or all

of digits, may close entirely or partially after the foot has

-on"d on. These may be recognized by lines of closure and

SW Britain. The phenomena of collapse of the margins of

digit imp.ints has beer observed by one of us (MAW) while

recording surface footpdnts of emus at Chester Zoological

Gardens.

The pdnt-bearing surface may also show the surface expres-

sion oftransmitted effects. As remarked by Thulborn (1990'

micro faúlts in the sediment rim (Fig. 9) in a few cases' The

shaDe of the feature and actual means of sediment displace-

."nt r"ry according to the grain size and water contelt lt

Ftg.6.
Lateral view of pdnt of Deltapodus
showing two sets of cross-cutting striae. Antenol
the Drint is to the left. SDecimen is f;om me
Nab Member, Scalby Formation, northem end
Scaìby Bay. Scale bar is 10 cm long.
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would be imagined that sediment rims are rarely preserved,
yet such structures have been recorded from the fossil record
(Casamiquela er at.798'/, pl. XIX, f ig. B; Thulborn & ÌVade
1989, p. 53, f ig. 6.3;Thulborn 1990. fig 2 2). However, in these
examples, the preservation of scdiment rims as a surface
feature is impljed rather than proven. Allen (1997) demon-
strated that surface marginal ridges (rims) of sediment could
be produced experimentally and resulted from subsurface
deformation (marginal fold) forming a positive ridge of

Fig. 7.
Anterolateral view oflarge sauropod track showing
imprints of curved digits with terminal claws and
fleshy sheaths. Note th€ conicàl bulge ofsedÌment on
the underside of the track. Specimen is ftom the
Long Nab Member, Scalby Formation, Comelian
Bay. Scale bar is 10 cm long.

sediment around the print. Allen (1997) also showed that mar-
ginal ridges decrease in amplitude downwards; implying that
well developed/high-amplitude marginal ridges are more
Ìikely to represenl surface (or near-surface) features. If this
was the case, the prominent marginal rims around large sauro-
pod tracks (Fig. 10) near the base of the Long Nab Member,
south of Scarborough, may be good indicators for these being
surface tracks. Howeyer, the inwardly dipping malgins of the
rims indicate a transmitted effect (see below) and these are,

ExPerimental surface prints of a model foot impressed rnto damp (A) and satùrated (B) sand.
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thus, more likely to be near-surface prints. Tucker &

Buchette (19?7) have described 'pushed-aside' sediment

from presurned surlace preseryations of Triassic dinosaur
prints ftom South Wales.

Although surface pdnts are perhaps the easiest to under-

stand in terms of formation, tlley can be diffrcult to recogmze

unequivocally. The recognition of pdnt-bearing surfaces is,

howèver, important since it identifres tlle actual surface on

which the footprint was made and, thus, allox's accurate recon-

structions of the palaeosurfaces on which the animals moved

and the palaeoenvironments in which they lived. The initiation

of mud qacks radiating out from the track and the presence

of rain imprints on the hack and adjacent surface may provide

co[firmatory evidence of the original surface. HoweYer, it

must be bome in mind that the print and surface may have

been modified by other erosive events prior to their being

covered by the inf,lling sediment. Indeed as Allen (1997' p'

Fig,9. Footprint of a dog made itr damp sand on a beach Note the

raised iú of satrd with surface dacking alound the Posterior
nargin of îhe footprint. Scale bar is 10 cm long.

513) remarked, 'a shafi may on several occosíons be partly

frtted panly or wholly emptíed and ìE upPer Port erosively

modifed before final buriat is achíeved' '

4.2, Urderpdnt (Unilertrack) (Fig 5, B-B5)

An underprint may b e defiied as the print that is rcvealed by a

bedding-parallel or sub-parallel lracture, which does not

exactly coincide wíth the Prínî and pùnt-beaing suÚace but

which inîersects with it in such a way that pon and/or counler-
paft shov,) both the original substrate bnd the sediment WL
Underprints are a particularly common a[d very vafiable way

in which prints may be exposed and many of the Yorkshire

dinosaur tracks are displayed as underpdnts. Because of the

common marked lithological contrast betxTeen the original

substrate and the infill, they can be very striking in appearance

though, itr some examples, difficult to interpret.

In some underpriots, splitting may coincide at leastpartially
with the surface of the print (Fig. 5, 84) so that some aspects
of the print morphology, such as pads and nodes and the

Dresence or absence of claws, can still be observed' However,
iince some parts of the Print will still be obscured, measured

dimensions may be different from the true dimensions of the

surface print,In other cases, the ftacture may transect the infrll

ofthe print (Fig. 5, 85) and the print surface will be seen only

in section, Again, depending on the level of the closs-sectron,
it will be difficult to record reliable dimensional data from such

underp nts and the amount of morphological information
that can be recovered will also bereduced. However, the char-

acter of the infill sediment, as discussed below (section 4.4),

may be observed. Features of the Pdnt-bearing surface will

also be obscwed, though its position rnay usually be distin-
guished to one side of the ftacture.

Underp nts were descdbed by Thulbom (1990' p' 26) on

the basis of prints that had been made and preserved in a lami-

nated sediment. As he noîed, splitting along the laminae at

successively deeper levels \ryould reveal progessively less of

the infill, In extreme cases, \ryhere the ftacture surface meets

only the deeper parts of the print, the underprint may be

reduced to showing only a single digit (usually digit III) or

eveD just the tip of that. Where the print has been made in

laminated or heterolithic sediment, this may show hansmitted

effects of the types discussed below (sections 43 & 4.4) and

this is a common associate of Yorkshire underprints (Fig 11)'

Underprinting can, howevet, also be observed in homo-
geneoùs substrates (Fig. 12)

fìg.10.
Raised rims arourid large (sauropod) tracks ftom Îhe

Long Nab MeÉber, Scalby Fomiatiotr, Cometian
Bay. Length of hammer 30 cm. Tbese Íacks were

frsî Doi[ted oùt to tbe authors by Mr Paul EDsom
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4.3. fransmifteal pdnt (tr8cù) (Fie. 5, C-C5)

A transmitted print may be defned as a print thot dísploys the
dÍstortion of sedimmts and bedding plnrcs below the surfdce
on h'hìch the lootprint was impressed (after Ensom 19E2, p-
1.41i 19't13, p. 201 a.nd 1995, p.78i Thulbom 1990, p. 27).
Synonyms for this preservational type include'ghost tracks',
'undertacks' oî 'subtrace' of Sarjeart (1975), Mossmatr &
Sadeant (1983), Irckley (1991ú, fig. 3.1), Lockley & Hunt
(1995, fig. 1.11) and Lockley & Meyer (2000, fig. 1.9).

Transmitted prints are most connonly observed in
heterolithic/lamioated sediments and the ftequ€ncy of this
character in the non-marino sedimetrts of the Ravenscar
Group provides numerous examples of trarsmitted prints.
These are revealed as localized disturbances resultiDg from
soft-sediment deformation and reflerting the outline of a print
(Figs 13, 14). Such prints generally become more shallow and
ill-defned with depth belon, the print surface. The character
of the traDsmitted features may be indicative of the state and
nature of the substrate (section 4.4).

Tridactyl underprirt (moryhotype Bir, Fig. 20) showing
fansúitted effecîs from the Long NÈb Member, Scalby
Formation, Black Rocks, Scsrborougtl Figured by Whyte &
RoEano (1981, frgs 3, 4) (udveEity of Sheffield specimen
number F0076ó). Priùt is 14 cm long.

Tridactyl (morphotype Bú, Fig. 20) atrd other incoEplete
underpritrts showing claw oa*s. Gisthorpe Member,
Cloughton ForEation, YoDs Nab. Scale bal is 10 co.

Ftg.13 Tracing of laninae of a trarsEitted priùî, shoúing (fude priÍt
oùdire and irdicaîioDs of digit impritrts. Saltwick Forúation,
I-ong Bight, a 500 m east of East Pier, Whitby,
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Fig.14. Transmitted pnrt îrom the Saltwick Formation, Port
Mùlgrave. Scale bar is marked in cenlimetres.

Although common, the value of transmitted prinîs in assess-
ing the morphology of the foot and the possible maker is
ratber Iimited, since the margins of the digits are normally not
clearly defiled. Although general characters of the foot such
as number and divarif,cation of digits may be determined, it is
normally impossible to obtain accurate measuements of digit
imp nr length and width. Despite these limitatio$ in ichno-
taxonomic studies, transmitted prints provide information on
track abundance, occuÍence and, to a more limited extent,
diversity. Trackways composed of transmitted prints will still
allow crude estimations of locomotion speed and gleno-
acetabular length (distance between shoulder joint and hip
joint), although the inevitably vague print length (or width)
obtained probably will intoduce significant sources of error.

4.'1, Oblique and veÉical seclions

In explaini[g the nature of surface pdnts, underprints and
transmitted prints, it has been convenient, paradodcally, to
illustate these with diagams (Fig. 5) showing prints in
section. However, in natual exposuresr oblique or veficaì
sections can be extremely important in understanding priot
formation since they can sho$, clearly the relationships
between the original substrate, the print and print-beadng
surface and the infilling sediment. Serial vertical sectioning of
pdnts in the laboratory @ig. 15) has helped to shed importaot
light on aspects of print preservatiotr (c., Avanzini 1998).

In oblique and vertìcal yìo.ws, the print and print-bearing
surface are usua.lly entirely, or almost entirely, seen in section.
Although this may obscure cefain aspects of the print and in

Fig,15. Cut vertical sectiori of print in rock showing iúdisîinctly
bedded in6[ of middle digit, and transmitted effects. Uppet
part of section is extensively dinoturbated. Long Nab
Member, Scalby Formatiotr, Bùmi$on Bay. Thickness of
section is 9.5 crn. (Univenity of Sheffield specirtren rumber
F00861).

particular the morphological information that \yould haye a
bea ng on the possible print maker, it Ìyill usually clearly show
therelationship betweel the print and thc sediment into which
it has been impressed. Where the sodiment is heterolithic or
laminated it may be possible to distinguish whether the foot
bas punctured (or ruptured sensu Ensom 1995) through layers
or whether it has dragged layers down and deformed/com-
pressed them as the footprint Ìvas made. In section, deformed
laminae commonly sho,r, charactedstic downward U or V-
shaped deflections where a digit has depressed and/or dis-
rupted the sedimentary laminae. Sectional views will also
allow the extent and character of other transmitted effects,
including marginal folds, shears and microfaults to be exam-
ined and described. These features will be a function both of
the movement of the foot, size of the animal and of the state
of the substuate. Allen (199, p. 483) suggested that it may be
necessary to have two nomenclatures in order to describe and
differentiate the anatomical (track-specific) charactedstics
from the sedimentary deformation features caused by the foot
emplacement. The condition of the substrate may be deter-
mined from the deformational features (plastic and brittle) in
the sediment, \,vhich thus may provide information on the
water content, tenacity and shear strength. Transmitted effects
nay range frorn a few cantimetres in depth (Fig. 11) (\ryhyte
& Romano 1981) down to over 0.5 m belolv the surface on
\trhich the footpdnt was made (Fig. 16,4, B).

The characteÉ of the infilling material may also be inshuc-
tively displayed in sections. It is commonly a.ssumed that a
phase of drying out and hardening is necessary before sedi-
ment infill (Thulborn 1990), but in many prints the infill
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Fig. 16. Field photograph (A), and drawing (B), oI a vetical section throùgh a print ir sitt, showing transmitted effect dow! to c. 0.5 m below the

print-beadng surface. I-ong Nab Member, Scalby Formation, near Lofig Nab, nofh oî Bumiston Bay. Scale bar in photograph is 10 qri.

appea$ to have been inìtiated with an i[flux oI sediment at,
or very soon after, foot withdrawal. This may be virtually
instantaneous ftom the slumping of unconsolidated sediment
on the sides of the footprint or from the surface, resulting in
chaotically bedded structures forming the fill (Fig. 15; also
Allen 1997, frg. V$. At other times, the infill appears more
homogeneous, yetalsopoints to a rapidfill, since the print may
be up to 0.5 m deep (Fig. 16.4, B) and with vertical sides. It is
very unlikely that sediment which was saturated enough to be
deformed to a depth of 0.5 m was able to maintain vertical
faces for any length of time and indeed, as earlier indicated
(section 4.1), collapse of digit walls and partial or complete
closure of digit and claw imprints can take place and be
detected in unusuaìly narrow and/or irregular infills and by
overhangs on the digit walls.

Less rapid infilling may come from sediment being trans-
ported over the substrate surface. Theoretically, it should be
possible to identify this process since sedimeritary structures
such as qoss-lamination, parallel or low-angle lamination
would be present in the infill (e.g. Whyte & Romano 1995, flg.
3). Intraclasts, if present, may result from suction as the toot
was withdrawn, caving in of footprint walls or later erosion of
the print-bearing sùrface (Whyte & Romano 1995). In a few
cases, the infill sediment sho\À,s indistinct laminae that teflect
the filling of the print, yet are commonìy too vague to identify
the process. In its qudestform, this may be indicated by indis-
tinct and $'ayy wisps of carbonaceous laminae. In some cases,
the larninae are more complote and may show a distinctiYe
downward curve. This feature is more readily seen in section
and may be better observed by vertical serial sectioning
through the specimen; the example illùstrated (Fig. 15) shows
digit III with downward-curved laminae within the infill and
transmitted effect adjacent to this digit imprint.

A number of prints seen in section show complex disturb-
ances within which there is evidence of deep digital impres-
sions that have completely closed up @ig. 17A, B). The
resulting surface print is a shallow depression, like those of
simulated prints made in saturated sediment (section 4.1;
Fig. 8B), Plan views of levels below the surface and intersect-
ing with the digit traces would appear similar to, alld could
easily be confused with, transmitted prints. Though perhaps

closer to underprints, they lack any innll within the digit
imprints and there is no simple term for this case. We suggest
that a term such as 'collapsed print' might be used for this type
of print.

4.5. Dinoturbation

We include this type as a sepatate category, although the sedi-
mentary fcatures present may include some of the types
described above. The Ìyord lvas fust coined by Dodson er a/.
(7980, p. 229), with reference to dinosaur trampling of the
substrate and was defired by Lockley (7991b, p- 215) as a
'tramplíng and dísturbance of soils and substrates by
dìnosaurs'.In the sense of the term used by Dodson ef 4l
(1980), extensively dinotùrbated beds are a relatively common
featurc in the non-madne rocks of the Saltwick, Cloughton
and Scalby formations, The typically sandstone beds com-
mooly show planar tops and very uneven, 'loaded' bases
(Fig. 18). Thickness of individual units vary considerably and
dinoturbated beds interbedded between thick mudstone units
in the Long Nab Member, in Gdsthorpe Bay, may vary in
thickness betlveen 1 m and 0.5 m within a very shol distance.
The intemal structue of these beds is also variable and in
some instances composite. Thg tlvo extremes are illustrated by
beds that still retain taces of disturbed bedding but also
contain underpdnted backs (Fig. 194, B) $,ith or without digit
drag mark, to completely homogenized beds with only rarely
recognizable tracks and digit imprints. A few dinoturbated
beds have been colonized by pla[ts and the deformation struc-
tures are cut by sub-vertical rootlets, indicating colonization
after the beds have been [ampled. Lockley & Conrad (1989)
irhoduced a'Dinoturbation Index'that could be used to
denote light, medium afld heavy kamplirg of the subsftate
surface. This index emphasizes areal distribution rather thaD
depth of disturbance and the limited areal extent of bedding
surfaces withiq the Yorkshire sequences do not permit a
detailed assessment of this Dinoturbation Index. However
some relatively small exposures indicate that in places the
index would certainly qualify as 'heavy'.

The 'localized soft-sediment deformation' within the sand-
stones of the basal Long Nab Member 'meander b€lt' (section
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Fig. 17.
Fietd phoîograph (A), ard drawing (B), of a vertical
sectioú through a collapsed print, showing
transmitted effect and micro-faulring down to neaÌly
0.5 m below the print-bearing surface. Loose block,
Saltwick Formation, Long Bight, c. 500 D east of
East Pier, Whitby. Scale bar in photograph is 10 cm.
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Ditrotubated bed, showing planat tOp and deepty
'loaded' base. LoDg Nab Member. Sca.lbv
Formation, Cometiatr Bay, Note person for sc€le.
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3) may result fÍom trampling by dinosaurs in watet-saturated
sediments. These featùres are distinct from the types of dino-
turbation descdbed above and, though they rarely preserve
any details of foot morphology, are important in providing
information on dinosaur habitat.

In the slightìy broader unde$tanding of the term dinoturba-
tion used by Lockley (1991à), included are some beds that are
particularly characteristic of the Saltlvick Formation. In these
units, bedding surfaces may be covered with subparallel, elon-
gate grooves or corresponding ridges that record the raking of
the substrate by the îeet of swimming dinosaurs (Whyte &
Romano m02). At times the bedding surfaces may be so
completely distwbed by raking prints as to be classined as
'heavy' in Lockley's (1991b) Dinoturbation Index. The raking
p nts are commonly aligned (Whyte & Romano 20OZ) at)d
record the unidirectional moyement of numerous swimming
dinosaurs. This type of dinoturbation contrasts with those
equally heavily diloturbated surfaces that may record the
rnore curvilinear (?random) trackways produced for exarnple
by a single animal while drinking or foraging for food. It is
Ìyofih noting that though the Dinoturbation Index may be the
same on both swimming and trampling surfaces the depth of
disturbance is usually very small (<5 cm) in the former case.

Locktey & Hunt (1995, ftg. 7.\ attempted to quantify the
degree of trampling, ircluding dinotùrbation, throughout
the Phanerozoic, but it is difficult to equate our records with
the tends they suggest. However, it was noticed that heavÙ
dinohubated beds are particularly common towards the top of
the Saltwick and Scalby îormations. The reasons for this ate
rlot apparent, but it is interesting to speculate that these

rig. 19.
Field photograph (A), and drawing (B), of
dinoturbated bed with utrderprinted tracks and
disturbed bedding. Loose block, Long Nab Member,
Scalby Formation, Gristho.pe Bay. Scale bar in
photograph is 10 cm.

periods herald the rise of sea level (and presumably higher
ìeater table) prior to the Eller Beck aud Scarborough marine
incursions respectively. Therefore, the sediments of the
coa-stal plain complex of the Cleveland Basin may have
become more saturated with ìvater just pdol to inundation by
the sea and thùs more susceptible to p€netration and reìvork-
ing by the feet of dinosaurs.

4.ó. Trackwap

Since the prints of a trackway have been made by a single
aDimal, they can be of use in helping to unde$tand aspects of
pdnt preservation. In particular, anatomical characters may be
distinguished ftom other sources of va ation. This may be ot
importance in ichnotaxonomic studies. Whyte & Romano
(2002), for instance, ascribed differences in print morphology
in a pair of pdnts to substuate differences. Trackways can also
indicate whethor the maker was moving bipedally or
quadrupedally, though in the latter case it must be borne in
mind that fore and hind appendages may be imptessed into the
sediment to different depths. With certain gaits, animals
moving quadrupedally may also superimpose ol registel hind
footprints on top of fore footprints with potentially confusing
consequences for print morphology and ichnotaxonomy
(Whyte & Romano 2001).

5. TRACK DIVERSITY

Firstly, it is important to state clearly the aùthors' approach to
the identification and ultimate naming of fossil tracks and
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trackways. The aulhors believe that tracks (vrith their corle-

believe lhis to be the most easily applicable and least contre

versial method of ichnotaxonomy. This approach is also con-

sistent with that adopted by workers on invertebrate traces
(e.g. Hàntzschel 1975; Pickerilt 1994). However, it is import-

ant to distinguish preservational v4ri-4.4s'- trg9k!-l!l3!-!gl9
been interDreted as having been modified by sedimenlary
processes lscouring, dewatering. distortion or cLosure of digit

imprinfs, etc.) and to exclude these from any JQ!n!4-!omen--
clature.

For descriptive purposes the tracks ftom the Middle Juras-

sic rocks of Yorkshire have been conveniently arranged into

three eroups (Fig.20, A, B and C) lhal are based on morpho-
-ÉiìóGna 

inferred behavìoural characterisúcs. All the oul-

lines are taken from aatual prints recorded in the field by the

authors. Thus, those tracks that have been made-by habitual
quadrupeds (Fig. 20, A'i-v) are distinguished from those that

'aie 
the result of locomotion by tridactyl bipeds (Fig 20,

Bi xyi). The final group (Fig.20. Ci vii ) include an array of

tracks and track$ays that are characteriled by having indi-

vidual tracks consisting of parallel to subparallel digit

impdnts, \ryhich are interpreted as having been made by

animals during swirnming. The majority ofthe morphotypes in

all three goups represent pes (hind foot) prints. Malus (iore-

foot) prints are known for two morphotypes within Group A

(Fig. 20, Aiii and -4.v) (Romano et al 1999; Whyte & Romano

2001), while only one unambiguous manus-pes couple is

figured (Av). MorphotyPe Bxvii is a rather enigmalic race and

may rgPresent either a manus ol a pes prllll

The morphotypes (Fig.20) were selected Îrom our database

as representing distinct types that may be distinguished from

one another by at least two characteristics, such as lengt! and

shape of digit impdnts, divarification of digit imp nts, pres-

ènce oî claw marks and phalangeaVdigital pads. As such, they

are reasonably well-defined tyPes to which most ofthe present

database and, hopefully, newly collected prints may be

assigned with a good level of confidence (see Appendix) So

thal a workable taxonomy and nomenclature of prints may be

established, the validity of these morphotypes in terms of

ichnotaxa needs to be resolved. In other words, do the 29

morphotypes recognized lepres€nt 29 ichnospecies?

The morphotyPes included withir Group A (Fig. 20) have

alr€ady been studied by the authors (Whyte & Romano 1993,

1995, 2001; Romano er aL 1999) ar'd the reasons given for

recognizing five morphotyPes will not be repeated here Thus

in this group it is believed that the different morphotypes

Fig. 20. (opposite) Diagrams, taken from actual spectmens, showing the fange of track mofphotypes lecognized so far from the non_marine focks

o[ the Ravenscar Group. l he rree groups of morphotypes (A, B, c) are defined in the text. Brief descriPtions of the morphotypes, details

of their geographical lócation, st.at-igraphicaì position and raxonornic assignation (where.previously detefmined or suggested here) are

given inìhe Alpenrli*. All types inlroups A and B are regarded as dinosaurian in origin ln Group C, t]?es Civ--Cvi are assigned to
, crocodìlians and Cvi to chelomans. líorc the scale bar for Group A is different from that conrnon to Group B and GroÙP C'

represent at least three distinct ichnotaxa BrontopodLs,

may be explained by morphological diffelences in the lateral

digits ofthe foot ofthe maker (different lengths, divarification
or curvature), while in other e\amPles the asymmetry may be

better explained by preservational differences Thus, although

the lateral digit imprints in the figued specimen of Bir (Fig.

20) showsignificanl differences, these are considered to reflect

real differences in the foot, since each digit ímprint is termi-

nated by a claw print and independent cu ature- However, it

would be unwise to assume morphological differences in the

lateral digils for specimens Bvii, Bx-xiv, where the distortion

and incompleteness of the digits (pafiicularly in Bxii) may be

better explained by prese ation- Finally, morphotypes Bvii

and Bxiii show similar features such as rounded heel margin

and quite divergent lateral digit impdnts. Yet they differ in

that the central digit is longer in the former and naÍows

anteriorly in the latter. It is conceivable that the central digit
impression of Bvii may have been produced by the drag of the

middle digit in the sediment, but at this stage this is not

regarded as the most likely explanation. Since the ngured

morphotypes of BYii and Bxiii differ by more than one

character. it is prelerential to leave them as separate lyPes for

now. To summarize, for the prints in Group B, these studies
have not yet clearly distinguished in all cases between rue

morphotypes that me t ichnospecific status ('track-specific'

and 'behaviouraÌ types') and preservational variants. Yet it is

believed that of the 17 morphotypes f,gured under this group,

at least half may represent dislinct ichnolaxa. Some of the tri-

dactyl morphotypes may be closely compared with previousÌy

described and f,gured ichnotaxa. For example, a Pdnt from the

Saltwick Formation described and identified by Sarjeant
(7910) as Sampliasaurus dsocenídzei Gabouniya, 1951, could

be assigned to morphotype Biii, whereas types Bv and DÉii

show features in common with'Grallator' and'Eùbrcntes'
respectively (Lockley & Hunt 1995, fig- 4.6). The naming of

some or all of these morphotlpes will be addressed in subse-
quent papers when the morphotypes have been fully analysed.
In the meantime, the Appendix (see also section 7) indicates

those morphotypes already assigned to ne\ry or existing ichno-

taxa.

The tracks and trackways included in Group C are dom!

nated by morphotypes that reflect a behavioural pattern

rather than the anatomical charactedstics of the foot. The

behavioural pattern is one of swimming and' although this

activity may still yield infolmation as to the nùmber of func-

tional digits in the pes (and occasionally manus), the true
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shape of the foot and angle of divarification of the digits are

not recorded. The seven morPhotypes figured are considered
probably to represent as many ichnotaxa, but at this stage only

one (Fig. 20, Ci) has been formally named as -Charrcichnos
trídrctytus (Whyte & Romano 2002). ln view of the approach

ìthztve-adopted in naming these vedebrate ichnites (see

above). it is conceivable that the same animal (or species) rnay

have been responsible for making tracks now included in both
groùps B and C (for exampte morphotyPes Bxi and Ci; see

section 7). Included withil this group are tuacks considered to

have been made by qocodilians (Civ-Cvi) and chelonians
(Cvii). These will be described in later publications.

Thus, 29 different morphotlpes haYe been provisionally

identified that, the autho$ believe, could possibly represent
approximately 15 disLinct ichnotaxa. For this to be true it

would need tb be cqú#Red that rhe morPhotyÈe! we-re

Jìeither erected on the basis of preseryeliolal vqr:arE- (see

iÈ-oie) n6i thui i*o oJ more may represent part ,o-f an ònto-
genetic growth series whereby prints of two morpho{ypes may
grade imperceptibty ovel a given size range (see below). These
studies so far have not frflally resolved the full extent of the
importance of preservation in the Yorkshire tridactyl tracks,
but it is clear that habitat will play an important role io deter-

mining final pdrt types. Laboratory simulation ìvork that the

authors initiated for Ms Ruth Hughes and continued by a

former student, Dr Phil Manning, has clearly demonstrated
the influence of substrate t)?e in pdnt pleservation. Current
work being undertaken by the authols' postgraduate students
Danny Elvidge (morphometric anatysis) and Simon Jackson
(experimental laboratory simulation of tracks) at the Uni-

versity of Sheffield, is extending these studies and is directed

to\vards a better understanding and classification of tridactyl

morphotypes.

The recognition of $owJ! series is also pertinent if a formal
ichnolosic nomenclature is to be erected and a full under-
standini of the true diversity of the Yorkshire dinosaur

communities is to be obtained. Data are generally sParse on
the gowth rate of dinosaurs and the same is tfue in the
dinosaur track record. Olsen's (1980) growth series model (see
discussion on Olsen's model of the Gtallator' Anchkauripus
arrd Eubrontes $owth series in Lockley & Hunt 1995, pp

120-121) appears to illustrate allomet c gowth in the hind
foot (based on tracks) ofsome Jurassic theropods, but Lockley

& Hunt (1995) disputed this conclusion. The ody definite
morphotype from the Jurassic rocks oÎ Yorkshire that this

study has found insufflcient numbers (38) tobe able to investi-
gare possible growth se es..is \3,.?f*l!!p,t!E-!2!!#
Whyte & Romano (1993, 1995.2001). The range in morPho-
types assigned to Deltapodus brodrícki is quite varied (Fig. 20,

, Av, and Fig, 21), but all show the diagnosric fealures ìisted by

i Wtyre a Romano (1995, p.24). The length and width o[ pes

fprints of D. brod.ríòEíaerc-plotted on a scatter diagram to

{recordthe growth series of this ichnotaxon (Fig.22). Although
';inconclusive, 

in view of the paucity of small p nts, the distd-
trution of points indicates a linear relationship and not the
allomet c growth suggested by Olsen (1980). The rarity of pes
príîfs of Deltapodus brodicki smaller than 20 cm in length
and the apparent absence (or non-recognition) of such prints

under 8 cm in length, is rather enigmatic. Four possible

reasons fof the absence of very small prints are that: (a) such
prints have not been recognized; (b) they have not been ple-

served; (c) juveniles of ft'e Deltapodus brodrícki maker lived

in another habitat, outside the study area; and (d) on birth the
Deltapodus brodricki maker was already of a size to produce
prints oi the minimum size observed. The lack of Preservation
of the p nts is difficùlt to prove, but smaller (lighter) animals
will not produce such deeply impressed footp nts and so their
presewational potential is low. However, tridactyl pdnts, less

than 10 cm in length, are not uncommon in similar lithofacies
and despite their different shape suggest tt'at smaller Deltapo-
d,,J prints should have been preserved. The possibility that
juveniles lived outside the present area exposed along the
Yorkshire coast cannot yet be proven. The final possibility is

,6J

" - [ .

, \ /

\_-_-,' c

Iìg.21. Range of morphotypes of tracks of D eÈap odus brodrickí V.t:ntle & Romano, 1995 ftom the Saltv.'ick Formation (A-I) aíd Scalby Fomation
' 

(fy. [a-O, f-g ."" Wnyt" & no*uno (2001, fig.3). (E) see Wh]te & Romano (2001, frg- 1; note that this print is coúposiîe, and is

ùierpreted as i registered track ìthere the manus and pes tracks are superimposed). (J) from just soùth of Cromer Point, Scalby Bay lower
' part oî Long Nab Member, Scalby Formation.
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that on birth (either ftom an egg or by a viviparous mode of
reproduction) the juvenile Delmpodus maker $,as of a size
where the pes was approximately this minimum observed
lorgth. If this was the case then the longost (c. 48 cm) recorded
Delnpodus príú was six times as long as that oî the hatched
juvenile. If the gov/th series of Olsen (1980) is correct
(Lockley & Hunt 1995, flg. 4.6), then the length of an adult
bipedal tridactyl pes track may be over 25 times as long as that
of a juvenile. This is a considerably larger ratio than that
presently sho},n fot Deltapodus and suggests that we would
expect to find smaller pes prints of the Yorkshire ichnotaxon.
Comparisom with other dinosaus (Chure et al. 1994; C-atper:.
ter 1999) also indicate that juveniles should have existed that
were of a size potentially able to produce considerably smaller
prints than the single observed 8 cm long example. Thus, it
would have been expected that more and smzllet Deltapodus
prints would have been found if the young had lived in the
same area and habitat as the adùlts. It is noteworthy that
Deltapodus priris are relatively rare until they reach a length
oî c.28 cm (Fig. 22\. Above this length, they are much more
abundant, This may indicate either that tho preservational
potential significantly improves after footprints (and associ-
ated increase in body weight) reach a critical size, or that
mature juyeniles are joining the adult populations living on the
coastal plain. At Fesent, this question cannot be conclusively
resolved.

A potentially important aspect of track dive$ity concerns
the possibility of sexual dimorphism. ComparisoN u'ith extant
vertebrates suggest that it is probable that some dinosaurs
exhibited sexual dimorphism (Sampson 1997, p.389). Such
dirnorphism may have resulted either in characteristic orna-
ments, for defeDce or weaponry or sexual display, as suggested
for the bom-faced dinosaws (Dodson 1996, p. 23), or may
have expressed itsolf itr body size and shape. If this was the
case, then it might be exp€ctod to show up in the icbnologic
reco{d where the print of one sex is smaller and possibly more

FiC./2.
Scatter diagraú showing plots of pes length against
pes width for 38 speciEelJ.s of Deltapod.us brcdricki
Whyte & Romano, 1995. SpecimeDs collected from
the Saltr{ick, Clotrghton and Scalby forhations as
iddicaîed.

gacite than the print of the other dimorph. Some authors (see
Sampson 199, p. 390) have suggested that in dinosaurs the
larger, more robust, skeletal form represents the female but,
when Tresise (1996) rccogllizedlhat Chirotherium úacks com-
monly fell into two categories, slender and stout, he tentatively
attributed the former to the female and the latter to the male.
As Iockley & Meyer (2000, p. 59) stated, the subject remains
conkoyersial. While the autho$ are not in any position to be
able to suggest possible sexually dimorphic variarts in the
tlack record irom Yorkshire, the possibility that among the
morphotypes recognized (Fig. 20) there may exist at least one
sexual dimorph should not be dismissed.

A final consideration of dinosaur tuack dive$ity from the
rocks of the Cleveland Basin concerns the apparent absence
of tail drag marks. There are no convincing records of grooves
associated \a,ith isolated Íacks or hackways that may be inter-
preted as disturbances resulting from the contact of the tail of
a dinosaur rvith the sodiment surface, Tail marks were briefly
discussed by Thulbom (1990, p. 89) and l-ockley (1991b), who
pointed out the radty of sùch traces. The reasons for their
rarity, or absence, may be due either to animals generally
lifting their tails clear of the gound, or that any tail contact
with the substrate was rarely sufficient to disturb more than
the sudace of the sediment and thus anY tlace would have a
low preservation potential.

6. TRACK DISTRIBUTION AND ABI]NDANCE

Vertebrate tracks are arguably the most characteristic feature
oi the Ravenscar Group. Far ftom being confined to a few
restricted horizons, such as the Burniston 'footprint bed', they
are found within the 'non-marirc' lithostratigraphical udts at
almost every level wherc there are suitable lithological con-
trasts. Indeed bedding surfaces which lack any evidence of
vertebrate activity are in their own way noteu,orthy. Tracks

Scalby Formation
Cloughton Formation
Saltwick Formation
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eyen occur within parts of some 'marine' units, thus empha-
sizing the sùbtle and intimate inter-finge ng of different
facies. However, becaùse of the restrictions of the exposures,
the facies variations and the problems of track preservation-
the distribution oî velebrate tuaces is difficult both to quan-
tify and to summarize despite the large database that has
already been accumulated.

Establishing îhe distributíon oI the various track morpho-
types (Fig. 20) \rithin the Ravenscar Group is almost entirely
dependent on the detailed sedimentological logging of suc-
cessions and oî theiî ìn siîu tracks. In favourable situations,
tmcks on loose blocks may be traced back to source beds, thus
exterding the data set. The process is illustrated by three
examples (Fig. 23) taken from the lower part of the Saltwick
Forrnation and from two pa s of the Scalby Formation. Sedi-
mentological interpretation of the logs and deterrnination of
the facies and habitat u,ill be addressed in a latet publication-

The lower part of the Saltwick Formation at Whitby shows
dinosaur tracks occurring in three contasting sandstone units
(Fig. 23, A). Onty the lowest of these beds is relatively easily
accessible in the cliff and in all three units, prints ate most
obvious in fallen or slumped blocks. The lowest bed, for
convenience refered to informally as the 'heterolithic bed'
(Fig. 23, A), is a laminated unìt of finely interbedded sand-
stone, siltstone and mudstonc penetuated by vertical rootlet
structures. This unit has indeteminate sauropod prints
(Group A morphotypes) at its base (Romano er al 1999).
These are cuEently the oldest, stratigaphically well-located,
pdnts in the Ravenscar Group. Within the 'heterolithic bed'
and particulady towards its top there are disturbed layers
which, when seen in plan view, reveal the presence of both
Deltapodru (Fig.20, Ay) and tridactyl hansmitted and under-
prints (Figs 23,24).

Above the 'heterolithic bed', the second unit is a cross-
bedded medium-grained sandstone (Whyte & Romano 1993,
7994) with Deltapodrir, irideterminate tridactyl and svtimming
prints only on its base (Frgs 23, U\ The unit is informally
referred to as the'Deltapodus sandstone' (Fig. 23, A). The
prints of this unit include the type material of Dehapodrts
brodrícki (Whyte & Romano 1993, 1994,2001) and are
impressed into silty mudstones containing the fresh-water
bivalve Unio, which is reputed to bo the earliest occurrence of
unionaceans in Europe (Kendall & Wroot 1924). Sidedtized
mud clasts in the base of the sandstone show that some erosive
modif,cation of the pdnt-bearing surface may have taken
place.

The third sandstone unit, the 's\ryimming bed' (Fig. 23, A),
is a composíte unit composed of a number of ripple cross-
bedded, fine-gained sandstone layen with dinotubated inter-
faces and a few thin mudstone partings. The basal sand layer
has infilled a sauropod tackway (morphotype Aiv, Fig. 20;
Romano er al 1999) and above this there are intemal surfaces
with a complex of surface, transmitted and underprinted
tracks (Whyte & Romano 2002). This ichnoassemblage of
swimming and tridactyl morphotypes reveals a more complex
environmental history for the unit than can be deduced frorn

the rocks alone ('Whyte & Romano 2002). Swimming and td-
dactyl tracks are also found on the upper surface of the unit.

The 'swimming bed' of the logged section can be traced
laterally in the cliffs near Whitby and is seen to die out both
eastwards and westwards. At its western edge it is markedly
dinoturbated. \rylereas at its eastern extremity, on the eastem
side of Rail Hole Bight, it is oYerlaPped by a slightly higher
sandstore unit containing sauropod Prints (morphotypes Ai
and Aii, Fig. 20) (Romano et ul. 1999). Similar lithologies to
the 'swimming bed' reappear in the vicinity of Saltwick Bay
and may have been the source bed for some of the loose blocks
noted by Brodrick (1907) in his tust records of dinosaur foot-
pdnts. Kendal (1908) and Kendal & Wroot (1924), however,
related them to the 'DeltapodLts svndstone' - 'Un io bed'leYel
(Fig.23, A), in which they had recognízed prints. As noted by
Hemingway (1974), the 'Unio bed' caî be lraced up to 4 km
SE of Wlritby and it is intcresting to note that Deltapodus has
been recorded in loose blocks ftom low in the Saltwick For-
mation at Ravgnscar. A varied assemblage of úacks has also
been recorded fiom the lolvest pa of the Saltlvick Formation
at Port Mulgrave (Fig. 2), 12 km NW of \ryhitby, but the sand-
stone dominated succession is diJficult to relate itr detail to the
Whitby section.

Dinosaur tracks have long been known to occur on the base
of the 'Burniston footpdnt bed' (Fig. 23, B), in the I-ong Nab
Member of the Scatby Formation (Hargreaves 1913; Black el
dt 1934; Ivens & Watson 1994). In the past, fallen blocks ftom
this bed were relatively common on the shore but haYe now
been destroyed or removed by collectors. These prints, which
include several types of tridactyl prints (e.g. Fig. 20. Bix, Bv),
appear to be underprinting frorn different levels within the
basal bed, which has a complox internal structure with dpPle
cross-laminated units. Above this bed, p nts occur in at least
two other levels Ìvithin this sandstone (Fig. 23, B). The lower
of these is a thin dinoturbated layer with underpdnted digits
îrom ildeterminate clawed tridactyl prints. The upper level
also has tridactyl prints (type BLl, Fig. 20) preserved withir a
sideritized sandstone and thus showing both underpdrt and
hansmitted features in a relatiyely uncompacted state.

At the steps (Crook Ness), ín the middle of Bumiston Bay,
the 'Burniston footprint bed' is soparated ftom underlying
curent-beddod sandstones by 6 m of mudstones and silt-
stones, ìyithin which trlo thin datk carbonaceous beds form
useful marker beds. Defrnite tacks haYe not been detected ifi
these mudrocks though some large disturbances might be due
to dinoturbation, About 40 m north of the stePs a lenticular
sandstone appears c. 1 m beloìY the'Burniston footPdnt bed'.
This sandstone, which is affected by shrinlage qacks, contains
indeterminate tddactyl prints that underprint to its base. The
'Burniston footprint bed' can be taced both norÈhwards and
southwards in Bumiston Bay. However, detailed logging
shows that to the south itpinches out and is replaced atslightly
different levels by other similar sandstones which also contaio
tridactyt prints. Work is still going on to relate track-beadng
surfaces within these bads. Farther south, bctween Cromer
Point [030 928] and Scalby Ness [037 911], the succession has
been cut by a number of channels (Black et aL 7934;Naní &

Fig.23. (opposite) Stratigraphical logs of three selected seqùences within the Ravenscar Group of the Clevelald Basin, sho{ing print morPhoÎypes

and horizons. A - basal part of the Saltwick Formation (composite section); Rail Hole Bight, 700 ú east of Whitby Pier. B - middle Part
of Iong Nab Member (basal 'l,evel Bedded Series'), Scalby Formation; BumistoD Bay, immediately north of Crook Ness. C - uppermost

, panofLong Nab Member, Scalby Fomation;Gristhorpe Bay
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Fig. 24. Radge chart showitrg îhe distribution of vertebrate tracks (Groups A, B and C) from the Middle Jurassic Raveriscat Group of the Cleveland
Basin. Vertical bars to the right of the log indicate where lhe tracks have been found m Jit or traced to thet odgfual stratigaphical level
(shof ba$), ot found loose and have not been accurately placed within the sequence (loúg baÌs). Also shown are occuFeD@s of crocodilian
walking tracks, switrlming traces of fish (Urditfind) and dhosaurian bone.

Leeder 1978) and the sequences on either side of the channel-
fitl deposits are difficult to relate to each other. Both tridactyl
and Group A morphotype prints (Fig. 20) have been located
wiîhin the channel deposits and on their upper surfaces. At
Cromer Point a within-channel tuackway oÎ Group A (sauro-
pod) prints is aligned orthogonally to the channel axis. Else-
where within this channel, dinosaws have moved on sloping
sediment surfaces and caused downward displacement of
sand, and one of the post-channel fill units has been com-
pletely dinoturbated.

The upper parts of the current-bedded sandstones (Fig. 23,
B) are in places disturbed and in Bumiston Bay these can be
seen to be due to large transmitted t dactyl prints (possibly
related to moryhott?e Bi, Fig.20). Large siderite nodules
within these sandstones contain indeterminate Íidactyl pints
(also recorded by Ivens & Watson 1994). Smaller tddactyl
p nts have been detected in cross-bedded units slightly
farther north and in places p nts show evidence of having
been made on sloping surfaces with downward displacement
ofsediment. Farther to the south, between Bumiston Bay and
Scalby Ness, these units contain not only a range of tridactyl
prints but also a number of prominent tackways. The well-
known 11 m long Scalby Bay or 'Jackson Bay' track$,ay (Fig.
25; morphotype Bi, Fig. 20) consists of 9 tracks (track number
4 is missing) of a northward moving bipedal dirosaur (Delait
& Sarjeant 1985, fig. 3; Ivens & Watson 1994, p. 13; Rawson &
Wright 2000, fig. 26). This trackmaker may have been an

ornithopod (reasu Weishampel ef a, 1990). We have recently
discovered a 13 m trackway (Fig. 26), now rather degaded,
occurring approximatcly 530 m SSE of the 'Jackson Bay'
hackway. Although the tracks in this latter úackway are pre-
served as tuansmitted features, with indistinct margins, their
large size (up to 1m long) and generally rounded outline
suggests they Ìvere made by a sauropod.

In contrast the ùppermost parts of the l-ong Nab Member
at Gristhorpe are largely mudrocks and siltstones but inclùde
a number of thin (1-2 m thick) sandstone beds, which have
been so highly dinotubated that primary sedimentary struc-
tures have been almost completely obliterated (Fig. 23, C).
The bases of these beds have commonly been loaded into the
underlying finer sediments. Recognizable prints in these beds
are all Group .4. prints (Fig. 20) though it is possible that here,
as elsewhere, large bipedal dirosaurs were also involved. The
highest of these sandstones, a sand-dominated heterolithic
unit, is less markedly dinotubated and is the source of some
impressive deep sauropod pdnts, Immediately above this,
small indeterminate tridactyl pdnts are present in a thin, thinly
bedded sandstone and are the highest shatigaphically well-
located prints in the coastal exposures ofthe Ravenscar Group
(Fig.23, c).

The above threc case studies iìlustate graphically the sort
of information ftom which the distribution chart (Fig. 24) has
been constructed. In this. the different sandstones at the base
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of the Saltwick Formation at Whitby (Fig. 23, A) have been
plotted separatety to reflect the type of data that may be
deriyed from individual horizons. Elsewhere in the chart (Fig.

24), however, entries have been pooled to provide data for
parts of the succession. Th€ volume of data at different leYels
is uneven and the diverse ichnoassemblages in the Saltwick

Formation and in the mid-Scalby Formation are a coDse-
quence of the gteater areas of exposure of these units and
perhaps also of our having given more time to their study.

Despite this possible bias in the data, some interesting con-

clusions can be drawn about the distdbution ofthe major mor-
photype goupirgs within the RaYenscar Group.

Though seldom well enough preserved and displayed to be
assigned to one of the four televant Group A morphotypes
(Fig. 20, morphotypes Ai-Aiv), sauopod pdnts are wide-
spread thoughout the Ravenscar Group. As noted above they
occur in several beds within the lower part of the SaltlYick
Formation and have also been recolded from beds, some of
which are extensively dinoturbated, in the upper part of the
Sa.lt\À,ick Formation at Hayburn Wyke. Within the Cloughton
Formation they have been recorded by us from both the
Sycarham and Gdsthorpe members including, from the latter
member, the very striking pes and manus prints in a highly
carbonaceous mudrock or irnpure mal, which have been

infilled by a white sandstone. Saffopod pdnts have also been
recorded Ìyithin the Helwelh Beck Member of the 'marine'

Scarborough Formation. However, they are perhaps most
charact€ristic of, and abùndant in, the Long Nab Member of
the Scalby Formatior (Figs 7, 16). They occur within and
particularly on the upper surface of the'CùIrent Bedded
Sandstones' and also within the 'I-evel Bedded Series'. In the

latter they are present both Ìvithin lenticular channel sand-

stones and also in sheet sandstones, which are commonly
completely dirioturbated.

In conhast, tlte othet quadrupedal track maker' which
formed the prints assigled to Deltapodus brod cki (Whyfe &'

Romano 1993, 1994) and which was most probably a

stegosaurian dinosaur (rÙhyte and Romano 2001)' is most

characteristic and widcspread within the Saltwick Formation'

However, the ichnogenus is not restricted to this formation

(Fig. 24) and has been found in both of the non-marine

members of the Cloughton Formation and in the Scalby For-

ma|lon (Ftgs 6,27,22). Iodeed the smallest DeltaPodus pliît,

which has so far been documented, comes ftom the Long Nab

Member of the Scalby Formatior (section 5).

Tridactyl pdnts are widely dispersed throughout the

,equ"n"" but, b"""use ofthe problems ofpreservation, the full

disiribution of the various morphoBpes is particularly dimcult

to establish. Recotds, such as those for the Saltwick Formation

as a whole or for Pafs of the Scalby Formation (Fig 24), show

a wide range of morphotyPes. Some common morphotypes

(such as Bix; Figs 11, 20) appear to have a long statigraphical

ìange and sugÈest that there has been broad constancy of

movemellt is towards the north'
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Fig.2ó. Sauropod trackv/ay exposed near high water mark, Scalby
Bay [03169152], c.530m SSE of the hackway shoqú in
Figure 25. The trackway is presewed on a sand bar within
chaflnel sandstones of the Long Nab Member (Scalby
Fomation), and consists of al least 12 aliFed transmitted
prints with the direction of movement towards the southeast.
The distance apart of the prints dedotes a'wide-gauge'
trackway (Fa ow 1992).

bipedal dinosaur populations throughout the Ravenscar
Group. However, though some large indeterminate tridactyl
prints have been recorded ftom the Saltwick Formation, it is
noticeable that the two largest tridactyl morphotypes have yet

to be definitely recorded from this formation. Interestingly, no
tridactyl prints from the Cleveland Basin which are as large a5
the megalosaurid prints recorded ftom the Bathonian of
Odordshire (Day et al. 20O2) have been recorded yet. Rarer,
but distinctive, morphotlpes such as the bird-like morphotype
(Fig. 20, Bxv) or the 'chubby'p nt, morphot)?e (Bxvi),
inevitably have more sporadic and restricted occurences (Fig.
24).

Swimming prints occur throughout the Ravenscar Group
but are most characteristic of and most diverse in the
Saltwick Formation (Fig. 24). Surfaces covered with the dis-
tinctive parallel raking marks of swimming dinoturbation are
also apparently restricted to this uoit. Not alt of the swim-
ming traces recorded from the Saltwick Formatioo are
necessarily dinosaurian and, in particuìar, morphotypes Civ
to Cvii (Fig. 20) were probably made by crocodilians or che-
lonians (see section 5). The distinctive swimming type Civ,
with its hooked digit imprints, has a-[so been recorded from
the Yons Nab Beds at Cloughton Wyke wiîh associated tri-
dactyl dinosaur prints (type B indet.), though these might
have underp nted from a different surface level. Swimming
traces, recently recorded frorn the Long Nab Member at
Bumiston, may also have been made by a crocodilian, and we
have recorded walking pdnts of a qocodilian from the Long
Nab Member (Fig. 24). A trackway of moryhotlpe Cvii îÌom
the Saltwick Formation of Port Mulgave provides one of the
few instances of a body or tail drag-mark, though not of
dinosaurian origin. The scarcity of swimming taces other
than in the Saltwick Formation is, however, striking and
suggests that there was a distinct envfuonmental difference
between the Saltwick Forrnation and other pa s of the
Ravenscar Group. Perhaps there were more ìyater bodies in
the Saltwick environment or flooding events were more
persistent. This might also be consistent with the upward
trend for increased aridity recognized by Morgans (1999) and
Morgans et al (1999). Curiously, traces that can confidently
be linked to the activity of flsh are almost entirely absent
ftom the Ravenscar Group and the only possible example of
the sinuous trace Undichno Ìvas noticed in a mudrock ftom
thc Gristhorpe Member (Fig. 24).

It has become customary to refer to 'large' (I-ockley &
Gillette 1989, p.5) or 'megatracksites' (Lockley & Hunt 1995,
p. xiv) when referring to areas where large lumbers of
tracks/track\yays have been reliably documented. Such a
tracksite has arbitrarily been defined as one in rÀ/hich at least
1000 tracks or about 100 trackways are present (Lockley &
Gillette 1989). Although these sites are invariably laterally
extensiye, the pdnts may be confined to thin 'tlack rich zones'
or occur through a 'significantly thicker' sequence (Lockley &
Hutt 1995, p.297).

Does the Middle Juassic of the Cleveland Basin qualify
for such a title? ln terms of numbers of tracks there is no
doubt that the c 200 m thick non-marine sequence (Rawson
& Wright 2000), extending for approximately 10,000 kmz
(Bradshaw el al 1992, p. 117), contains well in excess of 1000
tracks. This number has probably aìready been exceeded
from observations made by the authors over the past ten
years. As a crude esîimate as to the number of tracks and
trackways that are present within the 57 m thick Saltwick
Formation, p nt data ftom the'Deltapodrri sandstone' dis-
cussed previously has been used. All tracks were recorded on
fallen blocks. The bed (0.85 m thick), in which these ichnites
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aIe preserved, extends for 100 m along the cliff. Assurning
thzt the n recorded tracks ol D. brodricki were recoveted
from a 2 m wide band that had fallen from the cliff and that

the unit has a lateral extension of approximately 10,000 m2
(100 x 100 m), then approximately 1350 tracks oÎ D. bro'
drícki occnr in 1.5% of the Saltwick Formation. If these
figures have any meaning, then cleatly the Middle Jurassic of

the Cleveland Basin would qualify for such a title as a 'mega-

facksite'. If other beds had been chosen, such as the'swim-
ming bed' (Whyte & Romaro 2002), where up to 20 tracks
per r* are not uncommon (and cornrnonly a far gleater
density), then estimates would have been ordels greater.

Lockley & Hunt (1995, p. 154-5) argued that megatracksites
tend to be associated lyith the boundaries between fol-
mations and in particùlar v/ith 'some type of unconformity or
hiatus'. The authors have noticed no such association in the
Middle Jurassic sequence of Yorkshire.

Whether the Middle Jùrassic of the Cleveland Basin qual-
ifies as a 'megatacksite' with respect to numbers of track-
ways is less certain. Undoubtedly extensive hackways ale
present in the Yorkshire Middle Jurassic sequence but the
style and extent of exposures makes it very unlikely that
examples of herding (Lockley & Hunt 1995, fig. 5.20), stam-
pedes (Thulborn & Wade 1979) or even very tong single
trackways (Santos €l a/. 1994) will ever be recorded ftom the
rocks of the Cleveland Basin. The ftequency of tlack layen
in a sequence may also be used to gauge the numbers of
tracks present. Lockley (19914, figs 8.3, 8.5), Lockley & Hunt
(1995, flgs 5.18, 5.47) and Lockley & Meyer (2000, fig. 7.13)
indicated frequency of print layers at Yarious sites through-
out the world, using logs on a vadety of scales, and Ensom
(1982, p.I47;1995, p. 80) recognized ftom ten Print laye6 in

25 m, to four (?five) print layers in 0.332 m in the Purbeck
Limestone Group of southem England. The frequency of
track layers in the non-marine units of the Ravenscar Group
is at times directly comparable to that recorded by Ensom,
and in the Long Nab Membet at the northern end of
Burniston Bay, at least nine pdnt horizons have been
recorded in a heterolithic sequence just over one metre thick'
Prints tend to be much more abundant in heterolithic facies
and along junctions between contrasting lithotypes (Fig. 23,
A-C), although their apParent absence or ra ty in homolithic
facies may simply reflect the reduction in preservational
potential.

We conclude ftom the aboYe discussion, that the assignation
of the title 'megatracksite' to the Yorkshire sequence is
justified and that the area qualifies as a site of global import-
ance.

Du ng the couÉe of these studies the authors haYe dis-
covered a few pieces of bone (Fig. 24) that range from small
fragments to a nearly comPletg sauropod vertebra. The
authors, Ìvith Dr Phil Manning, are presently d€scribing this
material. In yiew of the abundance and divelsity of dinosaur
prints, it is perhaps surprising that dinosaur skeletal elem€nts
are so rare in the Ravenscar Group. An important factor in the

non-preservation of bofle may have been the acidity of the

soils and groundwate$. Interestingly, the global record of

Middle Jurassic dinosaur bone is also extremely sparse
(Romer 1966; Weishampel et aL 1990; Benton 1993) and this

underlines the intematioral importance of the Yorkshfue
prints in helping to determine the nature of contemporary
dinosaur communities.

7. DINOSAUR DTVERSITY AS
DEDUCED FROMTHE TRACKS

The divenity of the dinosaur populations that were Present in
the Yorkshfue area dudng the Middle Jurassic, and which gave

dse to the range of tÉck morphotypes found in the rocks of
the Cleveland Basin, remaitrs to be addressed. Althoùgh it is

not intended here to discuss the likely maker of each mor-
photype, sone general comments are requùed to indicate the
possible range of dinosaur R?es and communities that inlab-
ited this Middle Jurassic coastal plain and fluvial complex.
Despite the obvious athactions and desirability of assigoing a
maker to each type of tack, the autho$ concul with others
(Farlow & Chapman 1997, p. 538) that only rarely will this
prove possible. Indeed Allen (1997, p. 51'4) concluded that

only a yery small petcentage of pdnts yield 'unchallengeable

taxonomic inJormation' about theh make6 However, even
though the assignation of track morphotypes to makers at
specific or generic level will generally remain an unobtainable
goal, the authors belieYe that recognition of the maker
occasionally may be achieved at least to family level.

Three major groups of pdnts have been recognized (Fig.
20), based on a cornbination of morPhological features of the
prints and inferred behaviour of the maker (section 5).
Implicit in this classification is the acceptance that morpho-
types ftom t\ryo different $oups (Group C and A or B) may
well have been made by the same (or same type of) animal.

The morphotypes within Group A (Fig. 20, Ai-iv) are those
made by habitual quadrùpeds. They indicate that at least two
different types of sauropod were probably present at this time
(Romano ef al. 1999). Îhe BrontopodLls-type (Fig. 20, Ai)
wide-gauge trackways have been regarded by Farlow er al
(1989), Farlow (1992) ard Moratalla eî ol. (1994) as having
been made by brachiosaurs (a camarasaur). wllile the narrow-
gauge trackways aÎ Brcviparcpus-type (Fig 20, Aii, Aiii)
indicate a different sauropod group with limbs that were
angled inwards (Farlow 1992). There is even the slight possi-

bility that a third sauropod type may have been present and
that it is represented by the morPhotype sho\ryn here as Type

Aiv (Fig. 20, and flg. 3D in Romano el4l 1999). The localized
abundances of sauropod prints may indicate gregarious

behaviour. The smallest sauropod footprints recorded are

about 0.5 m in Ìyidth, i.e. aPproximately half the size of the
largest saùropod prints and the lack of smaller pdnts is
puzzling especially as p nts of other smaller bipedal dinosaurs

are abundant. This may indicate thatjuvenile sauropods lived
apaÍ from the adults and outside the depositional basin
(section 5). The final p nt type of this group (Fig. 20, A'v)'

assigned to the ichnotaxon Deltapodus brcdrír:ki ('Nhyfe &.

Romano 1995), aPpea$ atplesent tobe endemic to the CleYe-

Iand Basin and is suggested to be a record of a Jurassic

stegosau an dinosau (Whyte & Romano 2001). The
panorama (Fig. 27), therefole, includes two sauropod species

and a stesosaurian.

morphotypes Biii, Bvi, Bix, Brii, BÉv and possibly Bw (Fig'

20) all
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imprints and so may be distinguished (on a morphologicaV
taxonomic basis) ftom those prints with rounded digit ends'

The former are considered to have been made by thelopod

dinosauN, whereas the latter ale proYisionally attributed to

ornithopods. ìWithin the 'theropod morphotypes', it is possible

to furthèr distinguish more slirùy built 'gracile' forms (such as

Bú, Bix, Bxiy, Bxv) îrom more 'robust' forns (Biii) 'Omitho-

pod morphotlpes' have been recognized on the basis of broad

al6t i-ptints, at a tne absence of claw marks; morphotypes Bi

and Bitinustrate this type. Another feature that may be used

to separate subgroups .r'ithin Groùp B is the presence of for-

wardly and evenly tapering digit imprints. In particular, mor-

photypes BÍ, Biii, Bv and Bxvi show this particularly well. The

divarification of the digit imprints is another possibly usetul

charactedstic that may ultimately prove useful to diagnose

morphotlpes. The extremes of total divergence of the outer

digiti are represented by morphotypes Bxii (subparallel) ard

Bxv (broadly splayed). The latter are among the most distirc-

tive tridactyl prints from the Cleveland Basin and compale

with the birdlike track of Lockley & Hunt (1995, fig. 4.338)'

Rare specimens erhibiting well-marked metatarsal imp nts

are represented by morphotlpe Bviii. Although distinctive,

this morphotype may be either a plantigrade behavioural

variant or, more likely, the result of deep penetration in the

4). Thus, in this panorama (Fig. n)' a minimum of four

bipedal dinosaurs have been provisionally recognized as

sediment and a shallowlevel print preservation (see sectioq

iDhabitants of the Cleveland Basin; two theropods and two

ornithopods, each t)?e being represented by large and srnau

forms.

parallel digit scratch malks that do not yield much useful

taxonomic information. Some were probably made by admals

already recognized in groups A or B. For example, morpho-

type Ci has been interpreted as having been made by a

dinosaur whose more normal walking tridactyl hack has

already been described (Whyte & Romano 2002) and may be

assigned to Bri. The large, straight to curved digit haces of Cii

and Ciii compare in size with those of Av and could possibly

represent the swimmirig traces of a Jurassic stegosaurian

dinosaur- The four other morphotypes in this group (Fig. 20,

Civ-Cvii) are characterized by having curved digit imprirt ter-

rninations and/or imprints of tÌvo or four digits. These are con-

sidered to be examples of non-dinosaurian prints and could

reDresent both crocodilian (Civ-Cvi) and chelonian (Cvii)
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The morphotypes inclùded Ì,ithin Group C (Fig.20) are 1
tacks resulting essentially from a swimming behavioural I
pattern. As such they are all characterized by possessing

Fig. 27. panorama showing possible dinosaur coúmùnity that inhabited the Cleveland Basin during the Middle JÙrassic. Representatives of Îhe

followirg goups oI ditrosaurs are included: saùópods (two tlpes; A, B), stegosaùid (c), thercpods (tù,o tpes; D, E), orniîhopods (two

' qles; f,-Ó. ei.o hcluded are examples of a crocodiliatr (H) and a cheloniar (I)'
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tracks (Fig. 27). The authors have specimens of undoubted

crocodilian walking tracks and these, together with the

examples in Group C, will be described at a later date.

We afe not at present in a position to discuss Yorkshùe

Middle Jurassic dinosaur communities in a meaningful way. To

recognize a cornmunity, it Ìvould need to be a certainty that

particular ichnoassemblages were all rnore or less contempo-

taneous, and to complete the pictue, it would be desirabla to

be able to reconstfuct thg associated palaeoenvifonments.

Until such ichnofacies can be recognized and denned, it is
preferential to present a combined pictùre that illusúates a

provisional range of dinosaur types in a generalized habitat.

Figure 27 presents the authors' latest, albeit rather conserya-

tive impression of the likely dinosaur types that at one time

inhabited the coastal plain and fluyial complex of the Cleve-

land Basin. This work has gone a long way towards improving

tha kDowledge of a hitherto poorly kno\yn global record of

Middle Jurassic dinosaurs and work in progress ìtrill undoubt-

edly refine this picture; a picture that has ernerged solely from

studies of dinosaur tÉcks and trackìvays.
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APPENDD(

Given below are brief descriptions of 29 morphot)?es of
dinosaùr and other vertebrate tracks cuÍently recognized by
the authors from the Middle Jurassic of the Cleveland Basin
(Fig. 20). Unless otherwise stated, all the types represent pes
hacks.

We haye resisted referring to these descriptions as diagnoses
since, for the tridactyl tracks in particulal, these studies have
not yet clearly distinguished in all cases between true mor-
photypes that medt ichnospecific status ('[ack-specif,c' and
behavioural types) and presewational variants. Hence the
desc ptions incorporate size terms that ultimately may not
prove to be important taxonomic criteria.

Where morphotypes are sufficiently Ìvell-known and with
adeqùate material, they arc assigned to a named ichlotaxon;
unce ainty is indicated by inverted commas. The morpho-
types have been provisioqally divided into three main groups
(A, B, C) for descriptive purposes only and are not intended
to be indicative of an ichnological classification. We fully
appreciate that morphotypes from two different groups may
well have been made by the same animal. All ou dines (Fig. 20)
are taken ùom actual prints recorded in the field by the
autho6. Morphotogical variation (such as divergence of digit
imprints, size o{ print), geographical location, stratigaphical
level and specimen number ate given for each p nt lvhen
known. Note that the scale on Figure 20 is different for Group
A prints than those for Groups B and C.

Group A

Prints included in this group were all made by habitual
quadrupeds. In a number ofcases (Aiii, AY) prints of both pes
and manus are known.

Ai Very large (up to 1 m) sub-oval print Ìdth up to five digit
imprints, commonly backwardly curved and reducing in size
from front to back. ('Brontopodus', Romano et al. 1999, fi.g,
3A). Jump Down Bight, Whitby; Saltwick Formation.

Aii Very large (up to 0.8 m) bell-shaped pes print \ryith up to
6ye digit imprints, commonly curved, along the straight a[te-
rior margin. ('Brevîparopus' , Romano et al. 1999, fig.38)-
Jump Down Bight, Whitby; Saltwick Formation.

Aiii Very large (up to 0.6 m) bell-shaped pes print with up to
five curved digit impressions along the ftont margin and down
the outer lateral margin. Manus print broadly semi-circular in
outline, with one or two indentations on antedor margin and
up to tìvo on postedor margin. Manus placed in 'approximate'

position; actual relatíonship not known. (Possible preserva-
tional variant of Aii. Romano et 41 1999, fig. 3Ci, iv). NW of
Maw Wyke, Hawsker Bottoms; Saltwick Formation.

Aiv Large (up to 0.5 m) 'U-shaped' print, with up to five
curved digit impressions along the front margin and down the
outer lateral margio. (Possible preservational vadant of Aii,
Romano e/ al. 1999, fr9. 3D). Rail Hole Bight, Whitby;
Saltu,ick Formation.

Av Large (up to 0.5 m) pes print, generally triangular in
oudine; mesaxonic with three shoÍ digit imprints. Some have
corcaye inner margin to pdnt and small digit impression on
outer lateral margin. Manùs print entaxonic, irregular but
broadly crescentic in outline, occasional inwardly directed
?pollex impression. (Deltnpodus brodricki'Nhyte & Romano,
1995). Hototype figured F00768; see Whyte & Romano (1995,
figs 5, 8A). Rail Hole Bight, Whitby; Saltwick Formation.

Group B

Alt prints included her€ are matkedly tridactyl and were made
by habitual bipads. It is assumed proYisionally that all of the
prints are those made by the pes. HoweYer, it is possible that
some (such as Bxvii) may turn out to be that of a manus.

Bi Large (up to 45 cm) mesaxonic print, consisting of separate
and radiating oval digit impressions. No indication of a heel
mark. Middle of Scalby Bay; Long Nab Member, Scalby For-
mation.
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Bii Large (up to 35 cm) mesaxonic print, with tapering digit

imprints and clawlike terminations. I-ateral digits of more or

lesi eoual divereence (40"). Nonh end of Scalby Bay; Long

Nab Member, Scalby Formation. (Specimen F00793' Uni-

Yersity of Sheifleld).

mahon.

Bv Medium (up to 30cm) mesaxonic print, \Yith narrowing

middle digit irnpression showing constuictions (pads)' Ilteral

digits div;gentand apparently with rounded teminations (cf'
' Eub rontes'\, Port Mulgave; Saltwick Formation'

Bvi Medium (up to 20 cm) mesaxonic print, \Yith relatively

slender digit imprints. Outer digits slightly divergent, with

ohalaneeJ padi and terminal claws. Some Úacks with

iound.O pad-tit e heel print. Yons Nab; Gristhorpe Member'

Cloughton Formation (Fig. 12).

Bvii Medium (up to 20 cm) mesaxonic print, with relatively

long central cligit irnprint c.'15o/o ol totLal print length Digit

terminations evenly lounded. Posterior margin evenly

rounded. Whitby; Salt\Yick Formation.

Bviii Medium (less than 20 cm) mesaxonic pdnt with short

digit imp nts and long metatarsal impdnt Port Mulgrave;

Saltlvick Formation.

mation (Fig. 11).

Bx Medium (up to 15 cm) rnesaxonic print, with fairly short

and broad digit impressions. Distal part of digit II impritrt out-

Ìvardly curved. Pofi MulgaYe; Saltwick Formation'

Bxi Smatl (c 10 cm) mesaxonic print, Yrith tapering digit

impdnts, divergent outer digits (85-100') and pronounced

triingular-shaped heeÌ pdnt. Middle digit impdnt between

50-6ó% of toiat print length. Port Mulgrave; Saltwick For-

mahon.

Bxii Small (c. 10 cm) mesaxonic print, with subparallel digit

imprints. Well-marked phalangeal pads (cÎ 'Grallator')' Port

Mulgave; Saltwick Formation.

Bxiii Small (less than 10 cm) anchor-like mesaxonic print, v/ith

tapering digit imprints and widely divergent (c 85") outer digit

imprints. Rounded heel mark. Scalby Bay; Long Nab

Member, Scalby Formation.

Bxiv Small (less than 10 cm) mesaxonic print, with slim and

wióely rliveìgent (105') outer digit imprirts' Middle digit

strongly tapered (?clawed). Distal part of outer digit with

lateral curvature.'No clear heel imprint' Port Mulgrave;

Saltu,ick Formation.

Bxv Small (tess than 10 crn) mesaxonic 
'birdlike' print' with

stongly divergent (c 145") outer digit imprints Digit imprints

g"n"*ily sl"t d". and with phalangeal pads No clear. heel

i'mprint. Scalby Bay; Long NÀb Member' Scalby Formation'

Bxvi Small (less than 10 cn) mesaxonic pdnt, with broad and

rapidly narrowing digit imprints Rounded heel imprint'

Ha1lsker; Saltwick Formation

Bxvii Small (less than 10 cm) barely mesaxonicpdnt, with slim

digit inprinis only a little diYergent. Possible rounded heel

imprint. Port MulgaYe; Saltwick Formation'

Group C

All prints included here show between 2 and 4 pes digit

imprìnts that are essentially parallel. They are interPreted as

resulting from a swimming behaviour.

Ci Medium (up to 25 cm) print, consisting of three elongate

(hypìchnial) dges which may be shaight, gently curYed or

iinuous. The termiqation ofthe ridges may be sharp or sharply

teflexed. (Characíchnos t dactyllrs Whyte & Romano, 2002)'

Part oî holotype úack'ray; see also associated specimen in

sarne trackway in Ronano & Whyte (1996, fig' 2c)' Rail Hole

Bight, Whitby; Saltwick Formation.

Cii Medium to large (up to 35 cm long) pint, consisting ol two

(or more) straight, sub-parallel, parallel-sided digit imprints

which aré joined transversely at one end. Long Bight, Whitby;

Saltwick Formation.

Ciii Medium (up to 30 cm long) print, consisting of three

curved, sub-parallel, generally parallel-sided digit imprints

which arejoined transvenely at one end' Long Bight, Whitby;

Saltwick Formation.

Civ Small to medium (10-20 crn) print consisting of three

short, broad and tapering, para et digit imprints with hooked

onds: more or less stlaight posteriol margin Cloughton Wyke;

Cloughton Formation. Crocodilian pnnt.

Cv Small (less than 10 cm) pdnt, consisting of up to four,

closely spaced (hypichnial) ridges, narrowing laterally and dis-

talty iurved. Port Mul$aYe; Sattwick Formation Crocodilian

pdnt.

dilian pdnt.

Cvii Small (less than 10 cm) prints, consisting of two short,

tapering dig]t imprints. Other erd swollen and may be joined

to aalaceni riOgè. Long Bight, whitby; Saltwick Formation'

Chelonian Print.
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